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Put your confidence in us.

Give us your faith and. your bledsing,

and., under Provid.ence, all :,,'ill- be well-
I,Ve shal1 not f ail or f alter;
we shall not weaken. or tire.
Neither the sudden shock of battle,

'nor the long-drawn trials oÍ vigilance and exertion
will wear us down.

Give us the t.ools,

and. we will- finish the job.

l{inston Churchill

February 9 | I94L
Eroadcast address
on the r¿ar situaÈion
and acknowledging greet j-ngs
from Fresident Roosevel-t -



PREFACE

Plans and drills tauEit at military schools today

make little sense if underlying explanations are not
availabLe . Today - at l-east i:-¡ Canada - they are not.
Having left the armed forces i-::r Ig72, frustratêd in having

attempted to discern some funCa:nental factors of military
defence, the author after a ti:¡e stumbled into geogxaphy.

ltlith the encouragement of Dr. J.. D. Booth, geography and

military experience were related. "Mílitary geography"

seemed. expository in nature anå bore 1íttle rel-ation to

the experience of a junior or lìon-coÍìniss ioned officer.
Peltier and Pearcy's Military Geoqraphy I 'touched on

ideas that were related to taciics, but it was the
Jfundamental concepts of various spaces¿ which sparked

the geographical search for a sold.ier's explanation of
defence today-

. The fol]-owing ideas were discovered by a curious
person presently searching to :i11 a large voíd. The void
has no inherent order (as yet), but suggests a task. If
an idea is shown to have a useiul role in assisting a

llorri" C- Peltier and c. Etzel
Çeography (Toronto: Ð. Van Nosi¡and Co.

2e. g. ehysical spaces, economic
hôstiIe spaces.

Pearcy, Military
Inc., 1966).

spaces, and even



soldier his task, then for the purposes of this paper
it is cornplete and. another idea is broached.
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ÏNTRODÜCTION

The objective of this thesis is to íntroduce the
pith of tactical mifitary geog:aphy and its applications.
The pith is the phitosophy ani definítion of the label
s¡hile descriptive geography, battte environmental invent-
ory, equipment cLassification using geographic differentia,
and. the determination of, optin'.:irr paths are examples of
tacti-cal military geographic siudy.

In the first chapter a review of the titeraÈure
fails to provide a definition of geography upon which to
base a phílosophy- Therefore a philosophy is derivêd. It
is based upon a d.emonstrated tâctical need v¡hich is to
provide the soldier with a mears to survey his space ín
its three dimensions very quicì<11r and to assist his reacèion

to any threat therein, once he has decided upon i't.

The function of descriptive geography is present-

ed in the second chapter. It is to introduce a soldier
to a theatre of operations. ì1i"ereas the sel-ection of
descriptive criteria is subjec:ive, the descçiption will
be oriented about the militarl' relevance of warious physical

features.

. The evolution of r4'agi:tg war ( as shown in the tech-
nical premise) indicates that ihe means ancl methods have



moved. warfare from mechanized "bfitzkrieg" through some

electronic threshold to the tactics of the ,'battle point"..
As a result the technologicaÌ soldier now requires a

large "data-bank" of current environmental and battle
informaÈion. The concept of :he battle point matrix is
presented- The matrix assists the soldier to si¡rvey his
environment and. react. to a threat therein.

The selection of military r¡¿eapons or sensors

is in part based upon the neei. of the batÈle point to
control the largest volume of space. The selec.tion is
mad.e from a large catal-ogue oÍ weapons. Thê classification
of the many \4reapon types and configurations is a pre- 

..

requisite to a logical decision and is the subject of the
chapter called taxonomy.

Linear programming w-hich is a mathematical tool
employed.in taxonomy has a history of a variety of uses

in tactieal military geographl.-. ït is the most d.eveloped.

ai:ea of the sÈudy. Two exampl,es are presented - First is
the selection of the optimum loute amongst a network and

then the means to identify a finear route in an area is
discussed.
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THE PHTIOSOPHY ÀND DEFIN]TTON

c3
TACTICAL MTLI"ARY GEOGRAPHY

Phi 1c s ophy

Philosophy: The study of ihe general
principles of some particular branch of
knowledge, experience, or activity. l\lso
that department of knowledge or study
which deals with the ulti¡rate reality or
with the most general causes anct priñciples
of. things. Also love¿ s:udy or pursuít of
v¡isdom or knowledge of th.ings and their
causes, whether theoretical or practical .

lfisdom: The capaeity of judging rightly
in the matters relating to life
and. cond.uct; soundness of judge-
ment in the choi_ce of means and
ends.

Principle: That from which something takes
its rise, origijlates, or is derived.

Military: Pertaining to soLdiers, also
having ¡ceference to armed, forces or to the
army, connected vrith a s:at.e of war, distant
from civi1, etc.

1'actic: .belonging to or relaÈing to touch.
Tactic: of or pertaining -,o arrangement or ord.er.
Tactical-: of or relating te arrangement espe-

cially the. arrangement o: proced.ures with a
view to. ends- l

The above definitions explain the titl-e of this

1-F.c- and H. W. Forrle=, The Shorter O.xford
Ðictionary on Historical Principle , L944 edition.
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section except for the word "geog'raphy" which is feft ¿o

be determineC from the discip}-ine within whose scope,

the tools, techniques, or meÈtods ar.e to be found..

The l-iterature of geagïaphy over the six years

of l-970-1975 was found. not tc yield a composit.e and.

specific definition but instead proved vague and. on

occasion êven contradictory. Examples of definitions
are: "geography is a represe¡tation in a picture of the

whole world together with the phenomena which are con-

tained therein".2 "(It). . . must bring to its f iel-d the

interweaving of subject matter from both the social- and

natural sciences, meeting in ihe pattêrninE and regionaL

composition of the eartht s su:'faee the same intensiiy of
scientific ad.vance".3 On the other hand there is ,,la 

,

géographie nrest donc pas con¡.e on ì-e répète trop souvent,

ltétude des rapports entre l'.aomme et le mifieu. , . pour

garder sa crédibilité, Ia gécgraphie doit se limiter ã son

objet propre: lraménagement ae l,espace par I'homme'.4

)-According to Ptolenï in Wil-Iiam WarnÈz and peter
Vfolff , Breakthroughs in Geog¡aphy (Toronto: .Anerican library
L97I), p. 45.

3__-I{. Uhlig, "Organizaiion and. Systems of Geography,',
tr:ansLated bl¡ E.M- Yates, Gecforum, VIf (1971) 11.

Á,'H. Isnard, "f,'espace du géographíe", Annales de
gáographie, v. 84 (1975) p. 175,
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Taaffe describes three traditic:rs: The spatial view, i.e.,
spatial organization, man-lanë ecology concept, and. area

study or regional synthesis.s Sauer wrote geography

is a spatial différentiation ci nature and culture,,,6
and. Sochava supports these wi-,-h -"he idea that the central-
thread of geographical sciences ís concerned with the
interdisciplinary problems of the interplay between human

. society and spatial peculíarities of the physical environ-
ment . 

7

tr{hile these stated deiinitions can be inferred
as to have a conrmon meaning, t¡e choice of woïd combinations

allows the lot to have not one but perhaps a number of
inferences depending upon who 1s doing the reading. The

l-iterature of the journals has upon several occasíons been

surveyed. for its content and rel-ation to the surveyor's
definition of geography. Stonê is an example of such an

undertaking, and his conclusic:: is a title ,rHas the Geo

Gone out of Geography',.8 In p:rti-cular the criticism is

F-8.J. Taaffe, "The Spatiat View in Context", Annals
of the Association of American ceographers, v. 64 (Ig7al p.2.

6-C.O. Sauer, "The Fourth Dimension", Annals of the
â¡sociation of americ , p. I90.

'7
'V.8. Sochava, "ceogr=ohy and Ecologyr', Soviet

Geography, v: L2 (L97I) p. 278
o"K.H. Stone, professicnal Geographer, v. 22 (Lg7 O)

p.5-7.
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that there is too much speciälization- Brown refl_ects
this concern in that the searci: for scientific and. intel-
lectual- respectability has in his opinion, driven specialist
geographers inio their parent discipl-ines,9 Fisher asks
I'Is it realIy (sic) necessary io invent a new branc.h of
our subject every time we d.iscover that vre can d.o some

usefu1 v¡ork related to that of anotl;er discipl_ine ?,,10

The wriÈer arrives a-'- the conclusion that' current
definitions when aggregated, prove little better in refining
the area of study than does the word "philosophyl'. Tndeed

the variety of geographies ma¡' l-ead the term "geographyÙ

to be a synonym with ,'phitrosoph1z". but that l.loold .Ll"or+

Èhose that seek knowledge abou: something, to fol-l-ow the
search wherever, and. yet have only. to pay but one club, s

dues. It has some advantage I

An eclectic approach ro the definition of the

"geography" of thê títLe is in ord.er, but the setection
must be a function of the adjectives. For an understanding

of this sel-êction and the adjectives, a wide flanking
manoeuvre must be conceptuallv carried. out.

98.. Brorrr, "The Conte:rt and Relationshíp of physical
Geogïaphy", Geoqraphical Jou=rat, v. l_41 (1975) p.44.

10c.o. Físher,,,whither Regional Geography?,'
Gêographt¡, v.55 (1970') p. 374.
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'The Need :cr the study

.Reflection upon the neiuïe and history of war

wí1I show that change -- chanEe in weapons, vreaporì employ-

ment, organization, vocabul-arv: indeed an acceleráting
rate of change, is a principal- characteristic. ft has and

continues to be an indispensible ingredient to the recipe
of thê índirect approach and resulting victory. A three
stage hierarchy of change can be represented: a change

to a weapon, a change of a weepon, and a change of
objective nature by a t¡eapon. A change to a weapon is
exemplified by the substituticn of steel swords for those

of iron, or the replacement oi the Centurion main battle
t.ank .by the Leopard. The resul-t may give some ad.vantage

over the comparable enemy vzeapon and. an improvement in
maintenance of the rifeapon. The duration of the effect of
the change is ephemeral-, though it may nonetheless be

crítical in a battle. A change of v¡eapon has a greater
effect upon the tactics, such as the gattling gun in the
Ämerican Civil War and the machine gun in the Fírst. A

distínctive change in firepowe=. eliminated the horse fïom

the batLlefield and a search for an alternative means of
r'rÕbility pïoved terribfy costl)¡. A change of objective
näture of a weapon changes no-L only the tactics but also
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the strategy. An ob j ective tl:at v¡as consíd.ered ', saf e',

becomes vulnerable to a nev, weaÐon. The tank and the air-
craft, by virtue of the internal combustion engine, gave

warfare a worl-d wide battle t¡:eatre because of the increased.

mobility. But thêre is a subtLe relationship that also
was al-tered,: the 'rater of vrarfare was speed.ed.. fn a day

or so a country coul_d be occupied whereas previously weeks

were required to marshal forces forúard. to battle areas.ll
There have been only four such changes of objective nature
by a weapon which changed the characteristics of war: gun-

powder, the ínternaL combustioir engine, the radio, and the
cÒmputer .

fn the beginning tra!.:ring and lead.ership were

the essence of victory in hand to hand combat. using such

weapons. as the sword and. battl-e axe. The question was

where to position men for opti-:aum ad.vantage and their 
..

dêvelopment. Gunpowder and the bu]let introduced a thírd
essence of battl-e --firepower. The question of consid.eration
was the distance betr^reen troops. conunand. coul-d now segregate

itself frÕm the baÈtle mass. The mobility of fireporver
es in the tank and aircraft piovided. by the internal

11i\OrWay

forces and the l,ow

more time,

was siezed
'CounÈries

i¡ one day by
cverrun in but

Hitler' s

a littie
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combustion €jngine estranged cor,nand even further .from

battie and it employed radio io direct troops t.ò the
known direction of the enemy. The method of fighting
was vehÍcle Èo vehicl-e and no'. man to ma.n.

Now, the computer and extra sensory perception
cf the electromagnetic spectn:.:r make battle fietd surgery
or battle field anníhilation rncmentarily possible- There

are no new Èactics yet developed. to complemenË this
speed and surveil,lance capability, nor are there new

strategiôs, new equipment establishment scal-es, .or

organizations of battle order. The existing situation
in these fíelds is but little altered since WorLd War Two.

Yet clearly distance of battle engagement has remarkabllt
increased., and furthermore our perception of this distanee
has been disoriented relative :o our every day living
experience of civil quietude .

Ðefinition of Tactical Mifitarv ceooïaÐhv

The space of the soldier has increased since the
Eime when he. was armed with a srvord., later a rifle, then
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a vehicle with bombs. or guns, end. now with missil-es of
high precision. Inversely, his amount of time in whiih
he can survey his environment and. assess its advantages

and disadyantages, identify hostility, and react in
accord.ance with the best optic:r, has d.ecreased to
practically an instant, IIere ihen,is a problem: to
provide the so1dierl2 with a i¡.eans to survey his space

in its three dimensions very c-..lickly and. to assist his.
reaction once he has decid.ed u¡:on it. This problem is
spatial, tactical, and military. It.s solution is
tactical military geography. ?his definition: the
search for improved means by uhich a sold.ier can. survey

his space and react to a threai therein, is in line with
Strabo's exhortation that a geographer shoul-d devote

himself .to what is practicall1, i*notarnt, where the
premise is that defence is important.13

The nature geography is a function of
the problem. The soldier mus-L inventory his space

continually and this involves simple d.escription of the
earth's surface, of which Guyct would dismiss as not

12---By soldier, it is
some remote com¡nander.

1?*"Michael J. Wise,
Geography in creat Britain',,
p. 23.

neant the fight.ing man; not.

"Scope and. Aims of Applied.
ceogËCph:la Polonica , (L964)
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geographical science in the lofty sense of the *ord._14

But Fisherls notes that ,,if ti:e .qeographer is to make his
contribution to this assessmell'L, he musÈ expect for the
foreseeable future both to heïe to deal wit.h a load of
facts and to put up with beiÞg told. that by scienÈific
standards, his subject is a long- rvay from maturity :

If a geographical technician is required,then either
anothèr "empirs" must be consiruct.ed. to satisfy the
need., or geography must 'rturn out'i the product that can

design the best rack of pigeon holes for a sold.ier's
region, "pigeon-ho1e" the area information and retrieve
the needed information in wha:ever configuration called
for, and do so ql:ickly and accurately. this is no small
undertaking I

Tactical military gecgraphy has. two characteristics
that differentiate it from otì:er geography, and dictate
its own special consideration. The date matrix must be

considered in a hostíle enviro¡rinent and Ëhe leve1 of
command. doing the considering is the lowest rank, not the

14^. n, Guyot in ,'Lec-"ure I,,, vùarntz and IVoIff ,
op. cit., p. 133.

r5c. o. Fi.sher, op. cit. , p- 3: 1 .
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highest. Any element of the iata matrix may not^ only be

incorrect by an honest error but may have been adjusted.

by the enemy to provide a cor-sistent erron.eous pattern.
It is for this reason that i::tuition which has a role to

.'lt.

ptay in geography,-' has a periicular ro1e to play in
considering the final result.s of any military assessment.

This is part of the military art and the geography art-
The data matrix is studied and interpreted by the soldier
and not by some command such as .Army, Division or Brigade.
The strategic consideration is nòt studied unless it
bears directl-y upon the sofdler or his role in battl-e.
More and. more, the former riifeman who must corì.tinue to
train with a bayonet, need.s io study and think in a rig:orous

fashion in battl-e.

The definition of tactical military geography

introduces no new or unique siudy objecÈ there being only
t.he hostile space and perhaps the military technology and

proced.ures to characterize it apart from other studies.lT

16_ _- -L. Beauregard., I'La géographie face aux nouvelles
formes de recherche;', l,a revue de géograp-hie de Montréal-.
v. 25 (I97I) p- 183.

l7Ar,t,chin maintains that a new díscipline requires
a new study object and thereicre dismissed mathematical
geography as not being a sub-Ciscipline of geography. yet
he calls military geography a distinctive division ;ithout
irlentifying its unique study object.
V-A'. Anuchin, "Mathematizatj"c¡r and the Geographic Method.'r,
SÐviet ceography, v. 11 (1971) , p. 71 and 76,
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Therefore Let "tâctical miliiarlr geographyl be call-ed not
a ner¡r or Separate geography, b'.tt an address labe] which

sj-mply directs relevant infornation betareerÌ itself and

other geographícal interests, and other military studies.
Tt has the use of the same da:a matrix and tool-s that
other geographers use and its purpose is shared by other
students of military studies.
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ON DESCRT?TTON

rntrod.uc:ior

A soldier, ordered tÕ ::ìovê to some distant
focation to which he has not before been, asks where is
the place and what is there. Iis concern is both one

of curj.osity and the need. for cperational- information
such as rrI¡that is it like ? " , ',ì,rarat equipment is need.ed? ,, ,

and "What are the mobility l-i:¡i tations?',. The aim is to
describe the location in sufficienÈ detail- such that the
sotdier can formulate specific questions. The description
phase is a smalI scale phase. It precedes the employment

of other geographic technigues. The technique approach,

and the use of models may assis-. the reply to specific
questions and probfems, but they do not provide the
desired "instamatic" photograph-

Some UnsatiFf actor!, Àlternative

ryational Geographic Uâgazines present beautíful
descríptions of the wide varie:y of places, but to satisfy
its broad. readership, a most general description with
scarce military. relevance is p:cvi d.ed: simitarly for The
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Canadian Geographer and othe¡ gêoglaphical magazines.l

Milítary literature is consiCe¡eC by the author to be

especially oriented to history', .tolitical strategy, or
technology. f'reguently, the ãbsence of geographic

reference is outstanding. Co::side¡ as an example, the
Sul-tanate of Oman located upo:: -uire shores of the persian

Gul-f and having recently experienced. open guerilla war-
fare.2 Literature describes hisËorical, economic, and

military situations !ùith the L:apt ¡..aiott that it. could
be a significant battleground of which the soldier should

be aware. But with irritation, the reader is 1eft \^/ith .

descriptive phrases such as "e:<treme heat", nlow hills
and. waste of land'i, and ,,travsì by Þ¡heeled vehicles and

helicopters is extremely difficult during much of. the
year".' fhis passing reference Èo the environment is a

1_--Those d.o, however, s=rl¡e as sources of information
for the military interpreter tc cull .)-Tremayne reports thã-. ihe. open warfare has, for at
least the time being, ceased.. ?enelope Tremayne, "End of a
Ten Yearsr lvar" RUS],CXXIT (Mäich Lg77, pp- 44-48.

t-
'Col . J. Croízat, UStr€ (ret.) "Oman and. the Ðhofar

Rebellion" and Capt. M.O. Joh::soa, ,,Arab persian Gulf: A
Strategic Analysis", Marine CcÌ-ps Gazette, I,fx, 2 (February,
Ig75) , pp, 18-22 and 23-28 res?ectively.
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frequent. shortcomings in miliie¡],- descriptions. of
operational theatres -

Current Examples of Description

loza in March and. Encounters4 provides an example

of mj.nimal geographic reference- A disjointed and. parÈial
.translation; it describes natural and cLimatic cond.itions

of mountainous country which CicÈate certain tactical
manoeuvres, deployment, and su.oply. phrases incl_ude

"hairpin turns"r "red.uced, atmospheric pressuret' r "down

and up, narrow or wide vall-eys", While more geographical

content could be advantageousL¡ elllp].oyed. yet it is
recogni-zed as critícal ín the nilitary environment.

Thompson satisfies a specific miliÈary geographic

description request by the u.s. arnry? He describes

for ¡nilitary readers, a strip of mountains and plateaus.

in the Rocky Mountains which are analogous to a Eurasian

setting. The naration employs the following terms, which

indícate the contents:

T'D.F. loza, March and Encounters: Excerpts from
Marsh I Vstrechy: Bui Moscow, pp. 111-124, Lg0-I96, 1969.
Trans- 1972, AÐ 737 808.

q"Ivili- F. Thompson, pÌ:r,sical Geography and. MiLitarl¡
Environment in a Transect of the Utah aqg Jslgrege ieg¡¿gq
AD 693 244.
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Elevation and aftitude
vegetation changes
temperature dif f erentials
precipita tion
cfoud
re 1íef
drainage
soi 1s

winds
natural hazards
trafficabi I ity*
snow quality
defile nature
fe l senmeer
mead.ows

Each l-andscapr) description is self-contained, wíth little
cross reference, and each terminates r¡¡ith the suggeste¿l

f,orce character, Íts training, and support that is
applicable to operation there.

The Thompson article is an end in itself. Each

portion is treated alone with the inference that it is
complete. The parts lack cohesion other than the physical

conliguíty as the narrative moves through the mountain

transect described and this violates Vidat de La Bache¡ s

di.ctum, "à ne pas morceler ce que la nature rassembl-e',.6

A cohesive overvier¡¡ of the location, at a small scale,

would provide the human soldier \,/ith a mental framework

v¡ith which to grasp its parts. This al-ternative allows

many individuals, each of different interests and concerns

(e.g., the tactical pilot. versus the armoured vehicle driver)

A military term in reference to the engineer
estimate of the amount of traffic a ïout.e can withstand.

"T.tr{. Freeman, The Geographer's Craft (New york:
Barnes & Noble Inc. 1967) , p. 57.
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to fill in their part.icular. needs, of which the geographer

could not hope to anticLpate.

An Alternativq ioreshadoT¡/ed

Geographical journals seldom present. descripÈive
articles and there is a senti¡nent that deseriptive.
geography is not sufficiently scÍentific to warrant
inclusion. One descriptive geographical articl-e, never-
theless, ís "Saint Pierre & Miquelon: Les Mutat.ions d.rune

économie insul-aire',7 whi-ch is a d.escription of the economic

geography. The article has ma:s, charts,. tables, and

photographs to assist the reader to und.erstand the influence
of the fsland.¡s location and character, upon the economy.

Such is the need for the soldier who is about to go to an

unknovrn operational theatre, bui in a tactical miLitary
setting rather than an economic one.

Sugge stion

Four physical factors form the ioundation of a

tact.ical mitit.ary geography description of a whole operational

TJean cerm"kian. Ala!-n MeÈlon, eÈ Jean Raveneu,
Annales de géographie, IXXIX, ,136 (Novenber-Decenber LgTO) ,
pp.657-688
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area (i.e. smal-L scale). Soil and. geomorphology, hydro-
logy, .climat.e, and. vegetation can be augmented by 1ocal
peculiarities such às local eJ-ectromagnet.íc storm effects
aÈ Churchill-, Manitoba. This ghysical setting establ-ish-
ed, human geographical alterations such as history, are

added to reveal current landscapes with transportation
networks and. urban centres. Lastly, the resources of
mililary concêrn are located or identified. This material
ls available from civil sources and. is followed by its
military interpretation in general terms. Any of the five
t1¡pes of \^rarf are i chemical , nuclear, biological , convent j.onal,

or insurgen! are discussed in ierms of vreapons, vehíc1es,

soldiers, and. elecÈronics. Thus a panoramic view, broad
oín nature" is provided and the detailed presentation can

follow in response to specific questions about the land-
scape ,

õ
'Geography as a fiel-d of stud.y was criticized during

and after Ï^¡orld IVar Two for nci making sufficient a contribu-
tion at its beginning. One ite: v¡as that war time needË
required geographic data that i_s especially broad in nature
as well as exact in detail-. E.-1. .Ackerman, "Geography",
Training, lfartime Research and Immed.iate professional
Objectíves", :Alrnals of the Association of American ceographers,
XXÃl , 4 (December 1945) p. f28-
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The Urban p:lblem
.'

The use of descriplicn to introduce an oferational
area, which is to say, to present a su¡unary of that portion
of the world matrix, leaves cities as black voíd dots
because of the sma11 scale employed. But cities, in
mobile warfare are ínvested, and. by-passed or conquered..

Such a siege battle or MOB_A ($ilitary Operations in Built-
up Areas) will take a disproportionately large amount of
time and resources relative to a similar area of landscape.
For thås reason, urban areas are especially treated. in.,an
operational area.

Aero-space photograpÌry, maps, analogous places
more accessible to examination, and the fact that changes

ín the landscape character occur over relatively large .

areas, make the study of non-urban spaces more susceptible
to íntelligence methods than are cities. Cities and

descriptions of cities are noi as easily general-ized..

There are no comparable sources of information about the
city as the Èopographic maps, perhaps because MOBA training
is noÈ undertaken in the West9 and urban geographers seldom

consid.er the devastated city çhere a line of advance in the

9À.E. H"*.=Iey,,,ÈtoBÀ--Too Difficult?,' RUsï,
CXXff, 1 (March L97'li, pp. 24-26,
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C.B.D- (Central Business Disrrict) wi1l more like1y be

through adjaeent walLs.of a block of buildings raÈhex

than in the sniper controf l-ed open streets about it.

Ifeapons of the open landscape are useless in
the closed spaces of a city r¡here anti_-tank guided.

missiles may have a minimum range of 500 meters (e.g.

the Soviet Sagger) and the target is but 1.50 meters away.

Street angles play a major role when considering tank

or artillery direct fire support of the infantry battle.
The establishment of the ímportant military features

óf the "city-scape" has not yet been dorr"Io and the

geographer can best estimate important features to
summarize the city or portions thereof.

The Soviets employ a cl-ass j.fication which descÌ:ibes

a city as blocked, radial , or Õne of four combj.nations

of these layouts. The classiíication measures the perimeter

and estimates the popuLation.lf This is too brief a

10_.-.. _--Lilita f. Dzirkals, Konrad. Kellen,. and Horst
¡4endorshausen, Milítary Operations in Built-Up Areas: Essays,
on Some Pasi, Present and. puiure Aspects (Santo Monica: RAND

Corp., June 1976) , R-1871-.AR-ÞÀ,

"C.N. Donnelly, "Soviet Techniques for Combat in
Built-Up Areas", Tnternational Defense Review, X, 2 (April
1977), pp. 238-242.
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sunmary - A three dimensional picture must be grasped

by the soldier to assist the determi na t- ion of pa.tterns

of division, of priorities of fíre, and of the direction
of assaÌìlt -

The anathema of mobife warfare: the city, must
J>

be dealt v¡ith in any descriptive geographical present,ation.

There is, however, little if any guidance as to what. the

soldier need.s to know- fndeed the western sol-dier does

not kno\^/ himself. The historical approach to explaining
an urban location and. its transition is not suitable to
the soldier caught in a moment of time. The city planning

approach, also with a time dimension, revofves about the
transport corridors, conmerce and industry. The soldier,
on the other hand., is concerned with masonry, subterranean

passages, and thTee dimensional arcs of fire, Other than

subject.ive description, there is not a particular des-

criptive approach.

Summary

The purpose of descriptive tactical military
geography is to present an overview to the soldier of
geographic information w-hich can influence his task of
defeating the enemy. .Physical geography, human geography,



and a knor^¡led.ge of tactics a:d. weaporr characteristics,
intuitively suggest the rele-¡ant information to be high-
lighted from the applicable portion of the v/orld matrix
(characteristic by location åescríbed belowi at least
for the landscape. As for Èì3 "city-scape,r, pending a

joint effort of tactical and. urban study, and. selection
of applicable weapons, major cities can onì-y be less than
adequately desôribed. Descr:.ptive geography can be a
valuLable tool to introduce a-:r. operational area , on the
other hand, it could become ."ol*ou= - 

12

1?Ar, 
"*r*ple of such a description

of The Eas',-ern Canadian Arct:_c and Subarctic
is The clirn+Le
and Its Inf l-uence

on Accessibility by Fredericl{ Kenneth Hare - a doctoral
thesis, Université de Montréal , 1,950.
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DATA IVIAT?IX

TNTRODUC?IOIù

Once a soldier has an impression about a place

in which he expects to do batÈl-e, he vrill have specific
questions. The use of generaJ. desc:iption will be

insufficient. Systematic techniques are the. al-ternaÈives

to the more or less subjective iniroduction. They

intrinsically suggest order anC hierarchy. More fundemental

than techniques of analysis whi ch may change from time

to time, is the .environmentaf d.at.a configuratíon. The

data rnatrix is the configuration of its storage, upon

whích the geographer answers a specific question.

DATA MATF,IX

The matrix has three scopes: the ryorld maÈrix,.

the theatre matrix, and the baitle point mat.rix (see

Figure 1). The world matrix is a store of information
r¡¡h,-'¡ s e validity does not change in relatively long periods

of time. fts data points are distríbuted with the same

d.:nsity as that.of the other :-rço matríces but over thê

land of the whol-e globe. The ¡:umber of characËeristics
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for each point however are relatively ferv and frequently
the data for a point is incornpJ-ea".1 Itr measure of
compleleness is a function of finance and information
availability, It is wholly e strategíc source only
some of whose characteristics are of tactical interest,
Two examples.of sì.rch a matrix are the Canadian Geographical

Information System and the Landsat Satellite i?¡agery. The

former is a common base formai for coded data description
and present.ation, and arrangeõ for the physical generation

of maps and related data cove¡ing capability of the land

for agriculture.2 r,andsat is a satellite which scans. the

earth in four wave lengths of -Lhe reflected efeÇtromagnetic

spectrum- An ímage of. an area of 57 m. x 79 m. correspond.s

to one data point of ihe digi-"al, recorder, and this means

that approximately 7.5 million individual read.ings are

required for one print of 185 km x 185 km of ground

lThe loading of the î.-,orld. matrix witJ- be less costly.
if secondary data sources are used. Then a struitural celJ- of
asecondary source will corresgond. to and. eontain a number of
data points of the World. matrix. (Structural Cell: .The minimum
variations in terms of selectêd parameters present in a given
pfant. assemblage.) W.e. Graban and E.E. Adder, Retention of
Ðetail in Map Generalization, Ðecember 1964, AD 745 I49.

)*Aubrey L. LeBlanc, ed., Compuler Cartography in Canada
1973" Monograph No. 9 (Toronto: Department of Geography, york
University.
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The theat.re matrix i-s an areal portion clf the

world matrix and is defined a:biirarily.in order that
the limited research resources may be focused to augment

and complete that portion of:he world matrix in preparation

for. battle, It is not a straiegical concept. The extent

.of data is all physical and. hìxran geographical information
which is expected to operate .rpon the achievement of the

military aim, e.g. climate,. geomorphology, hydrology,

settlement pattern, and. perma:rerrt or pot.rrtial enemy ánd

friendly force positions. Whereas the v/orld. matrix is
a strategic tool of national command., thê theatre matrix
is tactical and the responsibility of the theatre command.er.

îhe point matrix is -.hat portion of the lheatre
matrix occupied by the battle-poínt and over which its
survei]]ance systêms anil weapon systems exercise control.
If it is argued that the above matrices are abstract
concepts, then it is the batt:e-point which makes the

battle-point matrix a practicâI necessity. This is the

inception of the need of the :pplication of tactícal
military geography in combat .

3Ðorothy Harcper,

F.emote Sens ing (l,lontreal :

p. 102.

Eye in the Sk)¡: Introduction tg
Mu1:ipublications Ltd (1975) .
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The battle point. as described in Appendix A,

i-s a group of soldiers (say 40) operating a set of equip-
ment (say 12 vehicles) with tle firèpower and independence

of the former t\merican army division. This is made

possi.ble by the use of a compater, which coordinates

electronic sensory surveitrl-ance of the environmenÈ with
weapon system response thus eliminating many battle drills
and much staff, anil leaving -.-:re sold.ier .with threê concerns:

human surveí1Iance, battle d.ecision, and. maíntenance.

The data matrix is t¡e fundamental configuration
for storing the huge amount oi data needed by the battle-
point wherever it might trave: . The primary axes are

spatial location (3) ¡y characÈeristic (x)4; the former

in three dimensions, the l-atter íncluding the physical

environment, and the friendly force and enemy intelligence-

The data of the thea-Lre matrix is incorporated
into the poinÈ matrix, and it is ad.justed to correspond,

,/t=Roger A. LeesÈma, rr:.lethodology f or Mj-litary
Geographical Analysis", AD 66r'1 350, August 1967 - (An ,'A,D "
number herein indicates a paper available Írom the
Natíonal Technical Informatio:r Service of the United
States of America. )
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v¡ith movement of the point v/i-.hin the theaÈre- Where-

as the theatre matrix is loca-.ed. within a conceptual

sguare grid, the point matríx is located within a half
sphere, i.e. the area matrix is transformed geometrically
and height is added to accounÈ for the .".o"pu.."s environ-
ment. The point matrix has a continuous and. current data

flow to it, from its surveillance sensors, e.g- its radar.
The point matrix is the resporsibility of the fight.ing
soLdier .

Terrain

The col-lection of da'"a and in particular tactical
military geographical data fo¡ the theatre matrix, is
especially concerned. with terrain and trafficability. In
a biblíography of seventy-nine tacticaL military geographical

titles, tr.¡enty-five involved ierrain analysis and

5_-Aerospace - a term reaning air ancl the space
above in v¡hich no aircraft bui spacecraft move and. may

threaten l-and.. Tt is America:: anC ís incorporated a1-
ready in a title: U.S. Aerospãce Defence Command.
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ctrafficability . " The definitj,on of terrain varies, and

TRW Systems croup decidêd. upon "factors of relief and

drainage, vegetaÈion, surface ::aierials and. cullu.ral" features
in terms of critical features, obsiacles, observation,
fields of fire, concealment, co-,ter I avenues of approach

and. routes of communication,, .7 The definition of traffic-
able terrain is one within which the forward. thrust of a

vehicle overcomes the rolling l:esistance at.a specified
orate of speed. 'r

Three method.s to represent and map trafficabitíty
oscur. One is to measure various selected terrain features,
arithemeticalJ.y encode the measurements according to the

disrupting qual-ity and to map i.he resulting numerical
ovafues-- This provid.es onl-y a single variable representation

6t"tt"rr NTf Search - 6238, Signed c,E. Habercom,Jr..
Natíonal Technical fnformation Service, 18 October Ig76 -
private communication.

. TuSl¿C Staf f Manuaf NA''}tC-1L 10-A0 31 , . TRw Systems croup,
Small Tndependent Action Force (SIAF)Systems Model Users Manual
15 Ðecember 1973, AD 4.000 l-05, ?. 2-L.

"S.M. Needleman, M. Sianfey, and C.E. Molineaux, Eafth
Sci-ences Applied to Military Use of Natural Terrain, August 1969,
þ,D 704 r40.

-W. Sanderson. I, Com!:a¡ative Milit Environmental
Value (The MiLitary Channel Deiined) ,Honourt s Thesis, Bishop's
University, 1975.
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upon a map which v7hi1e very gìtickly read. aflows no

inference for related. questiors. The topographic map

is an alternativê. .Here, for example, contour fines
mathematically represent slope r.¡híle the forests are

shown in a choropleth manner. The data shown is restrict-
ed to the selection by the ca:rÈographer yet some inference
ís possible, I-,astly, there j-s the air or space phótograph

which shows all of the surface data that can be seen suþ-

ject to a particular scale. l¡cne of the data thereon has

been selected and interpreted with the purpose of a

particular implicaÈion. Therelore, the read.er must infer
and interpret with no assistar-ce-

' Before considering th.e optimum method to fill
the matrix, consid.er the composition of "terrain", i.e.
what has to go ínÈo the matrix: relief, surface material,
drainage, vegetat.ion, and. culÈÈral features. The features
of relief refer to the slope c: the land upon whi.ch a .

vehicle stands- Too steep a sJ-ope mearÌs that the vehicle
cannot be controlled in eithei tenns of pulling itself up

or restraining it.s momentum dc;.¡n. Relief has a second.

effect of restricting surveitlance both by the soldier
and thê sensoï, and it offers cover from fire. Ir{ic¡o relief
refers to slopes which are too small tô map but whích

disturb the driving characterisÈics of the vehicle travelling
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across theñ, e-9. a "jeep" crossing a furrowed. field.

Surfâce material- is ihat ìtpon or within which

a vehicle sj-t.s. Soíl-, muskeg, and snow are examples. Soil
has received the most attenticn as a surface rnaterial:
it being constituted of unconsol-idated minerals, humus,

and. rock bits. The trafficabit ity of a vehicl-e across a
soil is agsessed by measures of soil grain size and type,
its density, its moisture content, its plastici_ty and/or

sheer resistance. These deteirûine the performance of a

vehicle track as to whether i-u wifl sink in, \,ihether it
can squish áside soÍ1, and whether it can obtain sufficient
tractíon upon which to drive iorward.

. Drainage has tv¡o effects. fnadequate drainage

saturates the surface, allowing a vehicle to sink into it
and. reducing any traction needed to pull out of the position.
-Jhe more obvious effect is in the barrier presented by

Lakes and rivers. I^¡hi l-e all i.acèíca] vehicles should

be amphibious, some are not sc desígned, and. a large number

are not so maintained,l0 Further, the amphibious vehicles
are difficult to control when aftoat, such that aII except

one of the types employed by -,-he U.S. Army of 1970, were

uncontrollable in a current equal to a half the maximum

10_t.ersonal exper]-ence.



still- \^/ater speed of the vehicle.ll The result is to
make more difficult the egress from the obstacle - thë
most formidable obstruction, since the location Ís a

m¿tter of change and the current. The problem arises
that as the vehicle approac-hes the embankmenl, rvhich may

be complicated with vegetation, it pushes a vrave of water,

which reflects off of the bank to push the vehicle away

and counter thrusls the vehicie's mome.ntum. The vehicl.e

then approaches with only the .traction of water as a
basis for its drive. fts coniact with a saturated l-and

surface is initially by way of a surface of its track
which has a large vertical coi-rÐonent. For this reason,

the drainage of terrain ís of considerable importance,

and. receives particular study.

Vegietatiôn like reliea is an area phenomenon and

offers concealment. Its methoC of obstructing traffíc-
ability vTith tree trunks is different from that of sÈeep

gradients but equally effective. I^Ihite it is relative-
ly easy to survey an area and Ceteïmine whether it is
vegetated or not, it is dif f ic",rlt to assess the ef f ect. of
obstruction. The type of foliage, the size of the tree
crovTn, the strength of the trÈ::ks and or branches , and.

l1**I-R. Ehrlich, R.c. Xobb,D.A. Sloss, L.M. Corrídon,
Studies of Off Road Vehicl-es in the Riverine Environment,
April 1970, AD 706 234, p. 73.
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the distance between each plant is important. in terrain
an"riysis. The disnissing of i-he idea of measuring thal
f¿ctor set for each pl-ant leaves sa-mpJ-ing as the only.
al-ternative, and the technique would have to be sophisticated
to account for various vegetalions and transitions of fLora.

CultÌlral features are those features of land.scape

which were caused. by man. Exa-i-nples are buiLdings, high-
'ways, and. pipelines but cultu¡al features have great
diversity and are frquently. peculiar to a region. A

catalogue of them spans the three dimensions. Their
positive or negative effect upon battle varies with the
diversíty of all other terrain features combínes. The

peculiarity of culti.rral f eatures is that they have ord.er,

regularity, and symmetr1r.12

There is some relationship between these terraì n

features. Upon a very sma11 scale it is knomthat climate,
vegetation, and soils vary together.. Upon a very large
scal-e, a tank driver intuitivel-y recognizes that an open

space of swail grass surrounded. by tamarac and black spruce

't ')*-This secÈion about ierrain embraces many ideas
from a TRW paper and òther papêrs on Ëhe maLter of terrain
listed in the bibliography,
TRï{ Systems croup,. Smalt fndependent Action Force (SIAF)
gg-qte Modei User's M (15 December L973), AD
4000 105.
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is not to be driven over with a 52.8 ton Leopard battle
tank. But the details of this relationshíp at the

tactical level âre not established-

S tori the Mátrix

Having an idea of whât is meant by terrain and

its complex influences, some nethod.s of fil-ling the data

matrix are appraised. Terrain . informatíon is already
quantified and stored upon the topographical map which

the soldier today reads and assesses for tactical signif-
ícance and trafficability. These storag:e and retrieval
methods are slow and. cumbersone in mobi Ie warfare and the
information is frequently out of date. The data and the
representations have been criticized as not being rel-evant

to the need.s of the \,\¡arf are oi this era. ïn its place ,

and amongst others, a ground. '-actical data (GTD) and an

enriched line (ENL) map have been suggested. The GTD

map is "an experimental- special purpose map rvhich contains
mílitary geographic intellige::ce and. terrain information
required to plan and support ihe ground tactical phase of



an air mobi-le operatiÕn". An ENL map is "a revised
stand.ard, lopographic line map that contains a large
number of changes, modifications and ãdditions to the
format, symbology, and colours" intend.ed for use in
planning and cond.ucting tactical operations.l3

fn military operaliots ihe topographic map

frequently has a trans?arent overlay (or was written upon

directly) with intelligence irformation about enemy and

friendly forces. The sol-díer copies this information by

hand from headquarter maps ani./or briefings. The map does

not cont.ain any current infor¡:ation of the battle, such

as a display of the unseen en:lry aircraft approaching and

therefore d.oês noÈ provide currenÈ battle situation. orient-
ation. Such unseerÌ informaticn must be quickly put into
battle context and the best pl-ace is upon the battle. map.

The concept of storí::g the data or¡ a map is use-

fu1 but the printed paper incorporates it with disadvântages.

To employ r'".thod. ray tube |CRT) in place of paper would.

all-ow the data and its configuraiion to be chosen by the

soldier (from options providei. by the programmer) . This

wculd yield the consistency and. thoroughness with v¡hich

1a"R - ita i zer Nicholas et. al. , Ground. Tactical Data
Map ?nd Enriched. Line Map Evaì.uation - Topographic Evaluatio.n
3sgClg"m," (September l'974) AÐ 787 310.
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a computer quickly and elecÈroÊical]y updates, both

.stored and incoming data, Èo project a coherent image

the moment it is needed. I.ihereas the topographic map

could not display (e.g.) ttre war-m image just discovered.

by the infrared scanner at a kil.ometer bearing 5630 miJ-s,

the combination of scanner, co¡:tputer¡ and CRT could. flash
the potential target to the aÈiention of the sol-ilier:
thus immediate orientation by ihe point matrix system.

The use of a CRT display means that rather than

quantify data to be immedi-atef..' drawn upon paper / it must

be digiÈizedl and stored in an electronic medium. The

õtorage of thousands of tÕpogrâÞhic sheet.s presents a

relatively inexpensiye warehousing problem. The storage

of the electronic data presents a very expensiwe und.er-

takir'.g even for just one topographic map, .because battle
requirements demand. immediate eecess, necessitating core

storage rather than off-line. The scope has been examined

by Grubbs, cunther, and Orsínger.. À topographic. sheet

1:50 r 000 r+as assessed for the ::noun-u of data storage

necessary to store a descripticn of its terrain.. The

density of data points systemaÈica1Iy distributed over the

surface determined l'he resoluiion of representation of .the
sheet el-ectronícal11z - This, co:nJ:ined with tlre number of
classes or types of data at an:¡ one point, determined the
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d.ata base .

Fo.r a L:50.,000 çheét:

Data For:
Points/
Feature s Re so lution

50 m

250 m

100 m

106 *2

Byte s
Each

4

)11

230

1r
225

Bytes
To taI -(x 1oo)

1.08
L.J-2

3.22
.03
.15

t.*

Elevation 269 t997
Linear features 5,000
Point features 14,000
Boundary overlay 3,000
Fêature overlay 674

i..e. approximately 583 aeet' of magnetic tape

(at 800 BPI) or 232 of a magnetic- di"c.14
this is only the topcgraphic sheeÈ data to which

must be added space for sensor input, intelligence, and.

Èhe very large space for calculations and data transforma-

tions- ft suffices here to dei:ìonstrate that the CRT, while
tlr"e desirabl,e mode of orientatìon display, is noÈ a ready

anst^rer .

The use of a cathode ray tube requires that the

data be digitized and stored in some electromagnetic mode.

14o.u. Grubbs, A.C. cunther, R.J. orsinger- The
Army Tqrrain Information Systen (ARTINS),. Report # 1. .Ðata
ggse Storage ,Requir (March 1976) AD A024 554, (The

I'Bytes Total" cofumn has been recalculated and. the magnetic
tape and disc storage proportj-ons adjusted) .
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The questíon is how to digitize all of this data quickly
and. accurately within a reasolable cost. The obvious

possibility of digitizing a to?ographical map is impract:Lca1

and would not. satisfy the neec for amendment. The unavail-
ability of maps for many areas of the worfd and the huge

amount of manual- l-abour invoh-ed in the encoding proced,ure

makes the process infeasible ior all except smal-l areas.

To digiÈize small areas of 'prj-crity imp]-ies an ability to
accurately forecast war. CanaCa alone, has shown an appalling
record of forecasting rrrf5; ¡:-¡ch less battlefields. There-

fore this method is dismissed,

Barring the manual digitization of paper maps, the
only alternatíve is satell-ite imagery such as that from

Landsat.. Landsat is a satelli:e which circles Earth-Sun

synchronously in a near polar orbit and is muLti-scanning

a 185 kilometer wide swathe in four spectral- \4rave l-engths

once evey 103.3 minutes. The scal-e of Èhe resuiting imagery
1Áis approximately 1:l-,000,000" rvhich makes ít inadequate

t5_--fts unplreparedness :-or Inlorld Wars I and IIrand
Korea is a matter of historicaì record.

l_ 6_--Ð. Harper, 79'75, oF. cit., p_ 73.
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for tactical use. Klass repor'us that fourth generation

strategic reconnaissance sateiliies which r+ere to be

launched in L970-7I, would probabl y have a came:ra built
by Perkin-Elmer Co. (Norwal-k, Cotnecticut) capable of
a resol-ution measured in inches.17 th" scanning of such

imagêry would provide more tha:r adequate résolution for
topographic detail- and it woulc be an international record..

The resul"ting image, projecteô upon a CRT in
false col-our and. seasonally seì-ected woutd not be similar
Èo a topographic map. Note thã: -.his method of terrain
representation does not. provide íor.data',filtration"by
thê cartographer or mathematiciaa as mentioned in. the

argument above, The former i,Tctld be superflous, the latter
coulil be easily addeal as inteliigence. P€:rsonnel vrould.

require time to train and adjusi to this terrain display.
But the avoid.ance of ground si:plification that is inherent
in the topographic sheet would Í,ean more information. avail-
able for int.erpretation at less cost and in less time; i,e.

17__ -- Kl-ass states that i:: the fâl1 of 1961_, the
administration of President Ke::ned]¡ made the subject of
reconnaissance satellites a na-,ional secret (p. W) .
Kiass predict.ed this camera resolution using facts from
a wide variety of cross refere::ced sources, philip J.
Klassj, Secret Sentries in Space, (New York! Random House,
1971-), p. 170.
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the collection of terrain data by satellite, its digital
re.cord, and .its projection upon a CRT would repiace the
entire topographic map establishment as the standard

"bottling sor:rce " of terrain information.

ït is the only way to filf the matrices.

Intel-ligence and Surveillance
'

Intelligence data is input to the matrices by

manual- digitization at the theat're headquarters and the
national base. It includes reports of areas outside
the range of a battle-point, e.g- fields of explosive,
mines, known lines of advance by either side, etc.

The third type of ínformation that completes the
battle-point maËrix is from the surveillance sensors,

They extend Èhe range and distance of electromagnetic

spectrum and its respective eneïgy ürave length. The data

is digítal and while it can be stored, it is most useful
when iÍûnediately analysed for the unusual , e-g. the display
of the track of an aircraft flying overhead. as d.iscerned

by radar,

Summary

Large scale inagery is a method of províding: the



\.^/Õrld.,. theatre , and bat.tle-point matrices with terrain
information. While it is Èimeiy ít is very different
from the coded information of ihe topographical map

sheet. This implies fund.amenla1 changes in military
training would be. necessary if military services adopt
bhe concepE. The failure of the topographic sheeÈ to
provide all the desired trafficability informat.ion such

as micro-relíef and surface malerial is noè rectified.
Nevertheless the digital nature of the stored. imagery
provides the capacíty to merge not only digitized intelligenee
information, but also current battle data from the sensors.
The dat.a maÈrix is therefore used to assess war need.s

on a world. scale, to analyse e theatre of operations, and,

to fight. a battle.
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TAXONOÙIT*

Introduciion

When the three matrices are as complete as they
can be reasonably filled, there remains the problem of
weapon anil surveillance systems acquisition. The aim is
to acquire thorough control of the largest area possible-
A singJ-e system to accomplisy Èhis task is not known to
exist. Evèn current rad.ar units are two-fo.l-d systems:

one to survey the space and identify its contents, the
second to track a particular. object and provide target
pêrformance data. The surveil-lant sensors must be few

in number for budgetary and concèalment reasons and they
must complement the t^reapons which they serve. In ord.er

to make a selection of the eguipment avai l-able or that
is possible to build, a classification system is necessary

with which to comnunicate and assess comparisons. The

biological study of clas sificaiions: taxonomy, is there-
fore of interest, and. is discussed hereund.er.

The Prcblem

Because a concern of :actical military geography

*Taxonomy: the theoretical study of classification,
including.its bases, principles, proced.ures, and rul-es.
G-G. Simpson, Principles gf Anj-¡ral Taxonomy (Columbia
University Press: New York, 1"961), p- 1I-
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is the relalionship of terrain and military weapons (and

similarly for surveillance systems) , it is necessary to
place military weapons in some order, such that informat,ion
can be com¡nunicated. and. stored economically yet without
ambiguity. Current terminology is confusing, being a

mixture of nat,ionat military equipment cod.es such as

Mll3.4,1- (American armoured. personnel carrier) ; Eeneral
descriptive word.s such as MOR?AR with ungualified ad.j ectives
heavy, med.ium, or light; and, sales oriented labels such

as REDEYE for a shoulder cont'rolled. surface-to-air missile,
Further nomenclaËure confusion is created by the mix-and

mat.ch character of \lreapon. components to suit different,
requirements. As an illustrat.ioa, the RAREDON is an

automatic 30 mm cannon designed. for land mobile warfare
and able to be fitted to: the AIVïS SCORPIAN light tank,
the FV432 British armoured personnel carrier, the Ml13A1

(abowe), and. Ëhe FOX -- a wheeled. reconnaissance combat

vehicle. There are, therefore, íour weapon systems. Each

system has a fixecl range of fire determined by the cannon,

a fixed rang:e of effect at impact determined by the bullet
or warhead, and a fixed ïange of mobility determined by

the fuef capacity and. cross-couniry driving and engineer-
ing characteristícs . How are such vehicles named. other
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than by an arbitrary assígnm.e:rt of national alphanumerical

codes ?

Jane's refenrence booksl are renowned as classifi-
cations of rveapons. JANE'S I{EAPO¡{ SYSTEMS 1973-742 was

consul-ted and an equipnent charL prepared. from the table
of content's. (see Figur'e 2) . The critería appears to be

a function of engineering, environnent, function and. con-

ceptst and while it is militarily acceptable because the

terminology is recognized anC seldom are comparisons drawn,

yet ít is not satisfactory fol research because of boùnd-

a::y problems in classification. Introductions to various

sêctions of the classification nention the dífficulty of
class-overl-ap.

White some \^7e11-knor.rTl missile systems, such
as MINUTEMAN ancl SCARP can obvi.ously be
descr j-bed as strategic surface-to-surface
$reapons, defining the boundaries of any such
classification must be to some extent an
arbitrary process. 3

The words, aÇronyms and codes must be each learned since

I'Jane ' s Fighting Ships , Jame ' s All the trlorf d' s
Aircraft, Jane's Surface Ski-¡ers, etc.

')-R. T. Petty and D.Ií.R. Archer (eds.), 5th. ed.
(london: Jane's Yearbooks, 1973),

3^
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the names fack a recurrent theme, unlike biological
clas.sifications where recognized taxons provide clues

to the :i-rleniity of the specì.es under discussion. even

if the specie itself is not recog:nized. - Because tax-
onomy is well established in biology, it was to that
field the author turned, in o¡der to find taxonomy in-
sights wh,Lch would help produce an alternative weapon

classification suitable to tactical_ military geography.

Hierarchic Cl-assif ication

Taxonomy employs an hierarchy of labels wíth
implied descriptions whích, read progressively downward,

become more detailed. More ilr=ormation (with respect

to other taxons) is provided unt'il either .the lö\^rest

division label identifies the species being classified
or the read.er d.iscovers an un,tno-t'n hiqher division than

species. In either case, the read.er appreciates the
position of the known and. unknown leve1s of the particular
cl-assification " by virtue of ihe rules establishing the
general hierarchial classificati on.
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The SYSTEMA NATURAE blz C. Línnaeus provided the
LÏNNAEAN HIERARCHY of seven ievels:

kingdom
phylum

class
ord.er

family
genus

species

"The sequence from top to bo-Lr--om and Ëhe customary índenta-
tion indicaËe d.ecreasing scope or ínclusiveness of the
various Ievels". These can be expanded to twenty-one or
even Èhirty-four levels I No animal taxon* is considered.

to be satisfactorily ctassified. unless iÈ has been placed '

in some definitive group at each of the seven level.s. The

predictables of such a fit, number three in type:

differentia: that parË of the essence peculiar
to a given species and, therefore,
disÈinguishes. it from other species.

an attríbute shared by atl members
of. a species but. not part of its
êssence and, not necessary to d"iffer-
entiate it.

an attribut.e present in some members
of a species but not. shared by,all
and. not a part of its essence-+

ä formal
Simpson,

properti

acci.dent:

*Taxon: a gqoUp of real
unit at any.fevel o: a

page 19.

â'Ibid. , p- 24.

organisms recognized as
hierarchic classification.
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Yet, despite the taxonomic formufae provided to biologists,
there is not one ideal or ult'inate classification of
taxons. Each classificaÈion has different bases to fit
the purpose of the research, and the classification may

vary hrith people and t.ime just as it varies with criteria.

If instead of the Linnaean hierarchy, Bl-ackwelder, s

is substj-tuted, there are bu.u four leve1s which are sufficient
with which to corwnence a classification

kinds
g.ro uPS

more-inclusive-groups (migs ).
. stil1-more-j.nc1uéive gioups (smigs) f,

Though lacking in originality, the hierarchy has compensa-

Ëions ín flexibility and communicaiion. Tt, furthermore,

has no confusing connotaÈions such as GROUND ATTACK used

in military parlance as a labet to designate a typê of
aircraft. Other l-abels include atLach bomber, strike and

close support aircraft.6

-n.e. Blackweld.er, Taxonomy: A Text and. Rêference
Book, (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1967), p. 55.

e
"The arguments concêrning nomenclature of aircraft

by their role is presented. in E. Ðervs, A Note on Tactical vs
Sfrat.egic Air fnterdiction (Santa Monica, Cal-ifornia: Rand.
Corp. RM 6239-PR April 1970)
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To employ the predictabl-es to classify equip-

ment into the hierarchy requi-res an undérlying rationale.
Biology has two schools oi thought upon the mattär: the.

phenet.ic and the phylogenetic. Phylogeny is a theory

of classification whereby tr,¡o or more groups of animals

are associated. because of so¡ne coÍnmon evolutionary pattern.
The assumption i-s that species exist because they evolved.7

Sokal and Sneath dj-smiss this approach, preferring the

phenetic, i,e., empirical taxonomy is the grouping of taxa.

according to the majority of shäred chãracterj-stics.

"TaxonomÍc relatíonships are evaluated purely on the basis

of the resemblances existing nol\¡ in the material at
hand. " 

I

The Military Aspect

is the opinion that current military equipment

classification is more phylogenetic than pheneÈic in that

7Si*p=orr, op. cit., pp. 50, 57-

Bp.n-a. Sokal and R.R. Sneath, Numerical Ta
(San Francisco! W-H. Freeman Co., 1973), p. 9.
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a labe1 applied at the time of manufacture d.esigaates

the equipment and rol.e thereefteï. A phenetic cl-assifi-
cation, however, aisregards labels and. rol-es assigned.,

and groups according to .rese¡:,oling characteristics - Thus

the confusion of the Geïman '88 anti-aircraft gun, for
example, used in an anti-tank role, is avoided; as it
is for the labels field guns, howitzers, anti-aircraft
artillery and self propelled anti-tank guns. Character-

istics d.irectly classify the weapon, rather than in-
directly through label and role assigned.. This is
readily acconunodated by matheinatical proced.ures. Using

a phenetic rationale, potential uses of the eguipment

are not screenecl out of view by current assigned. roles,
nor is role dupticat,ion.

A Look At some Datå

An example of a classification using hierarchial
structure with range criterie was searched for to de-

mônstrate its validity. The problems of a biological
taxonomy. are documented in meny articl-es describing
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proced.ures and specific taxojl. Such is not the case

for tactical nrilitafy taxonotil¡ of equipment. If there
is a scarcity of tactícal mi:j-tary geographical writing
in the first place, there ís an absence of a relevant
taxonomic literature, An exploratory taxonomy was under-

taken to identify procedural difficulties.

. JANE ' S WEAPONS SYSTEI'IS .797 3-7 4 which. is "a survey

of international weaponryl o: land, sea, and air military
equipment was examined for la::d ord.nance equipment both

self-propelled and toh¡ed. The introduction to section

Gl reinforces with sÈudied au--bority, the difficulty of
mÍLítáry ctassif icatíons.

The is such a wide variety of (the heavier
weapons with which tie ]-and forces are
equípped.), and. so many overlappíng uses to
which they can be puÈ, Èhat the sel-ection of
entries fgr this seciion presents many
proÞl-ems.

Of one hundred and thirty-six weapon descriptions
(taken from pages 395-439) seventy-five were selected,

listed, and described under pteliminary description head-

ings of calibre, maximum rance, minimum range, anti-
airc:raft rangei and in a bin:r-)¡ fashion whether or not

the weapon is a gun, moLtar, Tocket or recoiless rifle;
nu-mber of rounds ready to fi¡e such as round.s per minute;

loaded rounds, shell weight, circular error of probabilityt

ton. 
"ta-, 

p. 395.
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speed of vehicle if self-propel.ted vehicle, ground.

pressure, clearance, rangie or distance of travel deter-
mined by the petrol tank capacity, wading depth, swim

speed, height of obstacle over v¡hj.ch the vehicle can
¡'step", width of trench over i,,'hich it can pass, and.

slo¡:e capacitlz. These headings were subjectively select-
ed; the criteria being that tÌrey had some relevance to
geography and were on occasio:r provided by the catalogue

description. However, the descriptions of equipment

were very incomplete such tha.i. the resulting tabulatíon
\¡¡as of no use for equipment ccmparíson. It, therefore,
formed a basis for an additio:raI selection \^/ith a view

to maximize both the number of rveapons and the conìmon

descriptive characÈeristics. A table Ì.ras manÌtally cons-

tructed; character by weapon. Sequent.ially a character

or a weapon, whichever contributed the least information,
r¡ra s deleted. until all remain.i:'rg rveapons were reported. on

every remaining character. Orly thirty-one weapons

"survived" the selection, and only four characteristics .

This coÌlection itself was oiìly possibl-e after reviewing

issues of the journal , f NTER]i-ITIOI.T DEFENSE REV] EW since

1-g7I. It is concluded from -uhis sLep, that despite a
large amouni of literature describing military eguiprnent

ín journals, magazines, and rewspapers, detailed examinatioñ
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shorrs that the specific info::¡.aticn ís scant and. not
comparat.ive. For example, the i;eight of u *".pon system

may be gi-ven and this is useiui icr determining whether

i!. is air portable, but the Cinensions of the vehicle
\.rifl not be fisled an¿l so the alal:'st is incapable of
assessing whether the aircrafi. d.oors are J.arge enough-

The ground pressure of the \¡¡heels or track is another

factor onJ-y occasionally provided even tho.ugh essential
for deÈermining cross country i:robility, incl-uding for
towed. weapons. The acquisiticn of Ëhe specific information
required for an equipment cl-assiíication for tactical
milÍtary geographical purposes is a difficul-t. and time
consuming undertaking requirirg vigilance for occasional
and brief technical notes in journals, and acceptance

of the frustration of national and corporate securit¡r
policies.

Variance Examined

The data in Appendíx È 1ists thirty-one weapons

under the headings calibre, naxicnu¡-n range (in kilometers)
rcirnd.s available to f ire j-n cne rainute, and the weight

ói the shelf in kilograms as i-' is Loaded. The first
and last have geographical ir:rpl- i cations, and the third
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is of marginal interest, indicating the d.ensity of round,s

available.for a target area and., therefore, area of
control. The study continueo because iÈ v/as availabLe

rather than satisfactory, for d.emonstrative purposes. The

bivariate coefficient of determination (r2) matrix isr10
Calibre ì,laximum Rangie . RPM qqe4 I^leiqht

Calibre

Ivlaximum Range

RPM

Shell l{eight

.29 .49

-37

?o

.09

.16

tr'lhen principal components analysis was

cletermine a four dimensional imp.r.ession

eigenvalue resulted (2.6197) explaining,

the variance or more specifically:

undertaken to

of the d.ate , one

65 percent of

10tt h.= been pointed. out. that the assumption
of, linearity is not realistic. (Specifically: have
40 mm cannon twice the range of 20 nm cannon ?)
Exploratory correlation (bivariate and muttí-variate)
was carried out with a varie-u1z of transformations,
believing that the further a shell- r.za s propelLed, the
greater was the expense in its manufacture. It \^¡as

therefore economic to increase 'uhe effect of the shell
at the target and to expend fewer shells per kil1. This
logic, and. some derivations of it', faited, Because linear
bivariate correlation is basic in a variety of statÍ.s.Èical
examinations, only these results are shown.



maximum range communatity with the factor
shell weight. . .

calibre .

round.s available.
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Load.ino
' .57

' .50

.8i-

.73

Consi-dering the lo-w explanatory -r.h"11 of the component

in Èerms of range, the use of the component. as a represent-

ation of the data set is not ;urther considered. The

component is found not to be suÍficiently qeoqraphical.

C lustering

Clustering techniques create a structure of,. T
points (weapons in 7? d.imensions (or characteristics)
and do not need a linear relaèionship- ghe division of
this structure by reason of scme proximity into l-J.,)
substructures or ctusters ( .t 4 7 ) is a means of
creating .p phenetic classes- They aïe empiric--U

Therefore cJ-ustering techniques \.rere resoïted. to,

11_**To conmunicate to nilitary personel an idea. of
less confidencê than 808 wouLd be most d.ifficuLt. The
risk, after all, is not being Ìrrong, it.. is being deadl
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specifícally CLUSTALI.12 thu characteristics of the

thirly-one weapons we:ce "fed. into" CIUSTAN, the princj.pal
components calculated using Euclidean distances, ancl

the foflowinq sub-progranmes r"-ere called:

Procedure Hierarchy: Colrglete Linkage
(FuÌihest Neighbour)
Median {Gower,s Method)

tr{a¡d.I s Clustering Technique' (Reiocation was òalLed after
l¡lardr s analysis starting.
with efeven clusters and
clustering to one. )
McQ':-litty I s simif arity analysis.

Procedure Centroid
Proced.ure piod.e
Procedure KDEND

1.'
tr'Iard's analysis" (with the error sum of squares) was

Se]ected as.the standard method., while the others were

used to compare .the results- (See Appendix C. for some

description of the techniques. )

Ã.Ll- the techniques ::esulted in the same cluster
pattern with the exception of the 114 mm Rocket and the

' 12 aruSTAN is a colfection of FoRTRAN fV progranmes
for the collective study and ese of cluster analysis.
D. biishard, Clustan lC User's Manual, (London, England:
University 

- 
College , 1975) , p.-r.

tr3,fo" H. Ward, ,fr., "Hierarchial Grouping toOptimize
an Objective Function", American Statistical- Associabion
Journaf., March 1963, .pp. 236-241
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180 mm Rocket vrhich moved beiì"reen two different and. one

common cl-usler. The first K1:ìD of the classífication
is the seleetion of thirty-oi:e r.reapons ft om all other
possible \¡/eapons (see Figure 3). The dendogram shàws

6 "groups". The division is i::ade solely upon the appear-

ance of gaps. The mig(s) nu¡'ioer fourteen cfusters and.

arè appropriately shown. Again, appearange of the results
of the clustering calculation for¡n a portion of the inputs
to. the decision.14 The ïesul-: gives expected .hreapon

cLusters, which is remarkable bLcause only four characterist.ics
identified them and the four ;çere cfassical attributes.

lhe combining of thê 8l mm morÈar with the l-06

mm recoiless rif1e15 into a g=oup is inconsistent with
expectations buÈ can b. "ott""t"cl by introducing traject-
ory data. Similarly the grousing of cannons and anti-
aircraft v¡eapons can be corrected. by hunan oversight.

The role of each variable in defining the six

14o.r" to sloppy key
misapplied t'o the respective
progranme clearly identified
example, 20 mm cannons with
20 mm data should have been

It--Simil-ar to the hlorli l'¡ar
upon a vehicul-e.

punching, three i-àbels rvere
iata sets- In each case, the
the errors by associating, for

1Ð5 mm guns where in fact the
labelled 105 howitzer.

lI "BAZOOKA" but mounted.



c].usters or groups, was invesi-igated. by plotting the

Standar<lized scores on a bíva:iâte scattergram and then

denot.ing each cl-uster (as calcul-ated witb all variables)
by joining those points commo:t io a clust.er. Thus two

sets. of clusters are shown: i-l"le clusters calculated by

Ward.ts atgorithm, and the appareni clusters of the points

äs they are pl-otted against tìe two variables. The

scattergrams are in Append.ix Ð and are here summarized.

Shelr ¡';iMax. Range

Max. Range
Shel]. I^it. 3
Calibre 4
Rnds Ready 4

Cal . Rnds Ready

I,5 ,6/3/4/2 L/4/6/5,2 13,
3,4/6,5/L/2 L,2/3,4/5/6

a/2/5/6/4,3
5

r,2/3/t,5,6
4
.!

- r,Árhere 5,2,3 represent groups î 5, 2, and 3 appearing
in one clust.er ôn the sca--tergrami

- 5,2,3/L/4/6 represents four apparent clusters composed
of the respect, j-ve subgrouos.

- 4, a single numeral , reprssents.the number of apparent
clusters on the scattergrân.

Groups L, 2, anð,6 occurreil d: siinctly on a scattergram

three tj-mes, while groups, 3, 4, and 5 occurred. but twice

as apparently distincÈ, ft is concluded. that no síngle

variable dominatecl the cfuste:ing calculation.

Nomenc lature

Let the KIND be a weapoÌ1 as distinct from (say)
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surveillance equipment and 1€: the group have Ëwo

qualifiers. The firsE. will be range which ís the most

important characteristic anê ihe second. will be the effect
of the bullet or warhead. upcl the target. The effect is
a function of the shell weigh-,- rvhích implies Èhe amount

qf explosive per she1116 -rr¿ a íunction of the number

of rounds available in a minui'e of fire. The assumption

is that a large numbêr of smãll shells is equal to a small

number of large shells.17 Therefore,. we have an adjective
composed of t$to hyphènated characteristics which describe

a group in relative terms - The terms for range are FAR,

I,IEDIUM, and NEAR and the teri¡s ior effect are MOÐERATE

and ¡OCAIr. Together this provid.es six alternatives, e.

g. FAR-MODERATE.

Trdo remarkable obse¡'vations are pointed to. The

combination of shell weight and round.s avail-able into one

l6thi= is erroneous because the shel-I weight is a

function of not only warhead expJ-osive, but also (e.g.) casing,
propellant, v/arhead containe¡,etc. An armour piercing sheJ-I
is heavy because of the heal-v casing, large propellant charge
needed to provide acceleratior, and the dense nature of the
$/arhead needed. Yet the explosive effect is small.

17thi= a1so, if not erroneous¡ at least it is a large
simplifícation of a complex idea, but neverÈheless useful
for d.emonstration purposes .
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characteristic modify either extLeme measure, This

causês range to be weighted i¡: the nomenclature. step

of the classification. Second the names ín Lhis case

are chosen from the scattergrems. For example, the
fi¡:st cluster is medium in ra:rge relative to the other
five clusters. In all- three :ange scattergrams she11

weight is. rel-atively high, ror::rcis available low, and.

calibre is low- In sunrnary. .

Cl-uster Characteristic
/Group +1 2 3 4 5 6

Range

Shel-l t\reighÈ

Round.s Available

Calibre

I'IHHLMT

HHMLLL

], I, T L M H

T,Ï,M}4LL

H- High M- Med.ilnn L-I,ow
(See a Scattergram to conpare.)

The names when applied to the û/eapon groups

have some explanatory value remembering the limitations
of the assumptions (Figure 4),

The names of the ¡4OR:-ïNCLUSIVE-GROUPS (miq)can

be assigned using the same c:riteria, but using the term

relative to other weapons of ihe samê group, i.e., a finer
scale.. Or a different approâch can be used,. namely, the
groups can be themselves each analyzed using different
characteristics of less importance, This is.to ""y, ttr.
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groups are clustered. $rith the .:Ìost important characteris-
tics buch as the range of the ri3apon gun, and. then the
range of the shefl effect at ihe target. The weapor¡

can be cLassified foll-or^zed. by Èhe vehícle carrying the
weapon (the mix-and-match case) or i:.h.e military factors
may be followed by the econoi!úc and political geographic

factoïs as applicable.

Summanv

The classifications _¡resented in weapon systeñ
surveys are note suitable to -,aciicat military geography-

ln the former Èhe differentie are frequ.ently not specified
and the classes may overlap. fn the latter, a variety
of range d.ifferentia requires selection in accord.ance

wi-th the purpose of the studl¡- The.d.ata, as available,
should be phenetically classiiied with any shortcomings

expl-ained. Al each stage (di-ferentia seLection,
classification method, and nclenclature), the subjective '

decisíons must satisf y the pr.::pose ( s ) of the study.

Concl--s ion

Jus{: as a bibliogra-oi1, is necessary for a study,
so a weapon cl-assification is ¡eeded.. fn both, the
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particular structlì.re is a function of the study and. the
library available- The tactical military geographer

is particularly interested in ranges of the r¡¡eapons as

differentia. There are three aspects to this rangè*.

FirsL., the ranges as listed in an index, e.9. maximum

range of a rifle. Second, the combined ranges of vehicle,
'.t )weapon or armament proper, and the projectile explosive_

Third, there is the transformed. range such as the proportion
of the theatre over which the weapon (mobile or immobile)

can exercise control. It is the last two .types of range

in rvhich the geographer is especially concerned and with
v¡hich his classification is used to explore a problem.

*Range: area over which plants, etc (are) distributed,
area included in or concerned. ¡,sith something, sphere, scope,
compass, register, limits of variation, limited scaLe or
series, d.istance attainable by gun or projectile, distance
between gun, etc. and objective. F.G. Fovrler and H.lí. Fowler,
The Pocket Oxford Dictionary of Current English (Oxford:
Cl-arendon Press, 1969).
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],TNEAR PROGRfuY}TNG

. Introciuc-'ion

Another need of the battfe-point is a focusing
facility upon its environment to choose maximum o::

minì:ntrm, best/worst, or furtirest/nearest from many

alternative choices. ff the criteria of some decision
'.to be made can be assigned logical or numerical values
then a computer (with appropriate programming) , can

more quickly assess the optii:..rnL fïom a farge seL of
data, than can a man. The uses of such a focusing
facility..are many and to which some have been referred
(e.g. selection of a hot imaE3 in the envirónment).

Some uses are of more geographic interest than others,
especíally the determination oí -uhe opt.imum path through

a given space. Linear progra:ning in a spatiaL context
is of interest to the tacticaS- military geography.

"Software packages" of linear progralnmes, are designed
jointly by the soldier, geograoher, and computer scientist
to form artificial intelligence r+hich speeds the course

of battle drills by automatio;. Therefore linear
programming is d.iscussed in tìe context. of rvhere the
battle-point or man can move io in space
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Operational ¡_nalysis

Geography is concerned ryiÈh épatial- patterns.
Some such patterns can be represented, by mathematical

nodes and. arcs. Graph theory or a concern with a
t1/colfection of // elemenÈs xr!,.,. tog,ether with a sub-

sec n of the ordered pairs (or arcs) ( xr( ) of
elements taken Êrom // ,1 ir th"..fore a means to
sort out rnore useful- patterns from those that are less
useful . TacLical- military geography is very much con-

cerned with thís application of maÈhematics to solve

military problems . Ind.eed, this operat j-.onal analysiî
is well discussed ín literatu¡e such as research cent,re

papers ( RAND corp. ) and miliÈary science journal.s (Naval

Research logistics Quarterly). probably its recent
development is a function of ijle Àmerican neeil: thê Cold

War and. Vietnam, änd the means: the computer. In geographical

stud.ies., Allen J. Scott's Conùrinatorial progranming, Spat,+al

Ana]ysis, and Plannirig2 i.rtroc-o""s the topic v/hile Ford

fl. n. Ford.. Jr., D.R..

Networks (Princeton, New Jersey:
Pres s, 1962) , p.2-

Fulkerson, Flows in
Princeton University

2l,orrdon, Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1971,
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and. Fulkerson,

feference lext
geography-

Flows in Network3 is the standard

tactícal militarymost often quoi-ed. in

Given a Lin Pattern

Consider an obvious application. A supply net-
work from the port/beach complex4 ,o ah" battle fnont.

offers a choice of roads to a r+heeled. transport. commander -

let the best route be the shortest. Then each combination

of roads to each regimented supply point is considereá

and the minimal length route to each, is selected. On

the other hand, the enemy \¡ra¡ts to stop that supply flow.

.>

"op. cit.
4Th" Co**orr\"7ea1th Logistics pattern is a standard

deployment of various suppllz iroops and functions throughout
the Communications Zone -- as distinct from the Battle Front.
The basic pattern is not. that supplies generally go itirectly
from the ships to battle zone troops. The doctrine imposes
ã flow through the following j_niermediate supply-troop
deployments: Beach/port ComÐlex, Composite Supply Ðepots,
Replenishment Parks, Brigade Crdnance Fie1d parks, to .fina}ly
the regirnental suppLy points. The pattern has been sirnplif ied
for demonstration purposes .
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He, therefore, examínes the s a¡le network. and bonìbs,

bombards, or sabotages that shortest route and successj_ve

minimal length routes until ail the alfocated tresources

have been spent, or the flow ìs stopped, rvhichever ' occurs
f.irst. Linear programming secuential-ly examines the
Iength (or value) of each roaC (or arc) combination (or
rout.e or chain) which joins tie port/beach complex (or

. source) to the resupply points (or sinks) . The minimum

total val-ue of the shortest chain can then be identified.
Nor,/ the several roads (or arcs).of the route (or chain)

are examined to determine the most critical feature. .For
example, a bridge may be emplcyed to its capacity flow
rrhereas the approaches to tha-, bridge are employed 1ess

than at their capacity. The bridge is a bottle neck (or
a cut arc of that chain) and is the targeÈ of the interdiction
strike.

If there are but a fer.¡ roads as afternatives
to defiver the supplies forward., hurnan survey is sufficient
to select the shortest route. ff there are moïe than a
rew possl-þrtftLes, a computer can perform the simple

cafculations more qulckly. ïi there are many alternatives,
then instead. of assessing all possible alternatives, which
is impractical, the problem is d.ivided into parts; each

part is solved. for its best sclution disregarding al.l
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other paris, that is, the heuristic solutíon or divide
and conquer.

For example in l¡jgu=e 5, start at the source

and by exa¡rination, heuristically the shortest route to
the sink is 10, 12, LI , f3, t4, sink. At each node, the
next shortest link is chosen and. becomes a part of the
route or chaín. The shor:esÈ route however is 10, lI,
3-3, 14, si¡:.k. i,e. the choice between 10, l-I and 10,12

in the heurisËj.cal approach disregards the whole route.
Therefore, the final heuristic solution must be overseen

by the use!', and. adjustmeais may be necessary.

'Co::sider some papers rvhich describe the scope

of appl-icat:-on of linear programming to military spatial
problems, Five Rand papers are summarized by Higgins,
Concepts, Data Requirernen-.s, and Uses of the I.O.C.
Tnterdiction Model as Applied to North Vietnam5 (The

E
. -Eucrene P, Durbin, An fnterdiction Model of Highway

Transportation,RM-4945-pR llay 1966; J.W. Higgins, Concepts,
Data Requirements, and Uses of the L.O.C. Tnterd.iction Model
as Appliêd -Lo North Vietnen, Rr4-6065-pR May 1970r. Richaïd. D_

I'follmer, An rnterdiction l,lodeL f or sparsely Travelted Netr,rorks ,
RM-5539-PR .1.pril 1968; - 

^1go.iafr*= 
for ffi'

a Lines-of-Communication {L.O.C,) Network, RM-5g64pR, February
1969; and I!.J. Ondrasek, å rycdel for Targeting Strikes in a
T,"O.C. Net-v¡ork, RM-5904-PR, September L969; aIl of Santa
Monica, Cal-ìfornia: The Rand Corporation.
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remarkabl-e summary of that pâÞer is presented 
.ín Appendix

E). The set is perhaps the rlost complete presentation
of an interdiction problem ani solution available. It
ans\¡¡ers f our ques E.ions:

1.-

t-

3.-

"llhat is the average tonnage that can be
moved over a ground. ¡ransportation systemin the face of a long-t'erm steady stãte
campaign {irected against fixed. þhysicaltransportation facili iies?" lfhat is thecost ? Note that. the programme is campaignoriented over a number of days rather thanthe ef,fect of one st¡ike upo¡! a network,

"tr{hat are the syste¡: transportation costsinvolved in maintainìng any lower level offlow under the above conditions?'r

"What are the (aircrafi) sortie requirements
for an interdiction carnpaign that will red.uce.
maximum tonnagê flow to a level where enemy
reguirements cannot be met?" Again notethat the problem is of campaign length
in time and therefor= consideis srr"h
factors as the eneml' repair capability
between strikes -

"trvhat are the sortie reguirements for aninterdiction campaigr that will increase
the man power requirenents for tïansporta-
tion beyond those ti:e enemy can meetã',o

Themodel considers iiço functioÍrs in one:

the effect of a rencved link upon network

it
eons id.ers

6Higgíns, op. cit., ?. 3l-
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flow and, if this is ambiguous it considers the flow
cost. increase (\,¡hich incLudes repair cost) as a result
of the removal of the link_ ft' seeks,. therefore, to
stop the flow and íf this i-s not possible or too costly,
to increase the cost of supplv nlovement to the enemy,

to the maximum, i,e.:

Maximize: Iirr"r.u-" ín totaf flow cost X
repair aays i* -¡ I repaj.r costs I- L - j. .

The model incorporates probab.r 1iÈy <>f a successful strike
on each targeted línk, and Èhat proportion of flow is
reduced in the calculation vrhen (e-g,) a bridge is destroy_
ed. In reality, and in other algorithms, a strike is
successful or it is not: f1o.:¿. ceases or it does not
cease. But this binary approach is not suitable Èo a
campaign long assessment unless a lvlonte Carlo techniqueT

is employed and this \¡/ould then not be repeatable. Thià
collection assesses a large nunìber of linear options
over a long period of time.

. Ttte Monte Carto technique implies the element of
chance at any specified decision leveJ-, e-g, the algorithm
might reach the point at which instead of calculating the
probability of a hit, it chooses randomly (as a roll of a
die) a hit or miss value.
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Helmbold is interested not in a campaign length
period of time but in the shoïter period which does not
consider the complication of arc repair. A Countercapacity

Network Interdicqion Model' determines the arcs the inter-
diction of which disrupts the flow to a maximum at minimum

attacker cost. Figure 6 is a simplified (primary) flow
:i .t

network overlâin by a dual network. Each network has a
corresponding arc to the other, for example, 1-2 and

A-8. The values also corïespond. Nov¡ it has been shown

that. the least value chain through the dual cuts the arcs
of the primary which have the minimal- flow. For example,

let A c H D be the minimal dual path of Figure 6, then

3,4¡ 6, 4; and 8, 4 are the arcs to be targeted. Now

It is easy to rn/rite ê pïogramme which sel-ects the shorter
dual path and then sefect the corresponding primary arcs:
easier than identifying the required sequênces of the
prímary arcs directly.

Not Gíven a Linear Pattern

A number of other model-s are listed in the
bibliography. In a military interpreLation, each provides

8Rob".t L. Helmbofd (Santa Monica, California:
Rand Corp., March L97L), R-61I-PR.
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a dif.ferent approach to Èhe same problem of what is the
best focation to bomb, bomba:d, or sabotage- The

tactical military geographer becomes an interface bet-
ween the military problem ane the mathematical theorist.
The inputs to the above prog.rarnmes requires a knowledge

of enemy suppty rouhes. Some information may be avail-
able from standard intelligence sources, for example,

maps and aerial photographs b ut a different application
of l-inear programming may prcvide the information.

"PPSMIR: A Predictic:1 Ì4ode1 for ïnfíl-tration
oRoutes"- systematically dist::ibutes d.ata points across

an area of assessment. At eech point (e.g. the grid
line intersecÈion of 1:250,00C topographic map sheet of
north South Vietnam) the topographic slope is assessed,

and interpreted in terms.of caloric costs to a man tr:aversing
the surrounding area- The assimption is that. a guerilla
soldier takes the easiest rouËe when moving overland.-

PREMIR int êrprets topographic slope as main factor in
this cost buÈ suggests otheï :feasures can be interpreted
in this contmon denominator, such as vegetation through

9c.u, Bh"k and L.T. pipes,. (Santa Monica,
California: Rand Corp., Decei:ber I}TI) , R-656-ARPA.
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which a man must. make his wa1', camouflage consideration,
iriendly/hostil-e vílJ-ages, eic-

If a point is joined. io the lo$/est point of
those surroundinq it and disregard.ing points previ_ous1y

joined, then a path that emergss will frequently be

that chosen by a man traversi::g the area (but not
necessarily the shortest). ThaL is, heuristically.
minimize the caloric cost with. a contiguiÈy const,raint.

The model was applied in Soutji Vietnam to identify re-
supply and. communication routes. It confirmed the location
of some known paÈhs, identifíed. irregularities in some

which prompt.ed investigation and. identífied new possible

l-ocations of routes. NoÈabl-e i,¡as the identif icatión
of Khe Sanh as a blocking localion of a confluence of

.10routes.

Sanderson has unwittingly developed an objective
function which accommod.ates more than one geographic

input. The comparative military environmental value

cohsiders surface topography, drainage, vegetation,
J.ight and ctimate- Tts application within pREMfR r¡rould

identify mechanized force cha:::rels of movement employing

loruia. , p. 47.
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graph theory.11

Summary MaÈrix

It is suggested thai the essence of the application
of linear programming t.o taciical military geography is
summarized in Figure 7. The heuristic solution is a

practical means to militâry problems whose size is very
large implying a large nunber oí computer operations and

associated costs. Thè scale of interest is either
strategical and, therefore, of J.arge numbers of inputs
to accommod.ate the small scale of the large area consid.er_
ed., or it is tactical and the large number of data points
are a function of the necessary detail . The heuristic
progranìmes must be suf f icientì-y und.erstood and tried to
guarantee the optimum selecticn rvithin a known probability.
lVhen lives are involved, the odds of the gamble will be

demanded. On some occasions the heuïistic solution may

be unacceptable providing too much uncertainty upon

which to base a decision, A i'reê search algorithm, with

1lrv.x. Sanderson, A Cornparative Mil-itar]¡ Environmental
Value: The Military Channel Defined, Bachelor's Thesis,
Bishop's University , I975 -
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some human inÈervention, will be required and the
cr:st will be disregarded.

The location_a1loca-Lion programmes have
particular applications to mì li-uary problems. The
objective function is essentially the pythagorean
function of:

n l.- --:-,
Minimize 1- l{ii-:l'+; ií-"'"'+. t¿ ,l \ u -..t! ; t :i 'Lr') where

ü - a flow between the central point tobe determined and a known póint
ij ""d, l.j the coorcínates of the centralpoint to be deierrnined

l,i and. 1rj the coord.inates of known points.

The function is employed .freguentfy to locate v¡arehouses
with respect to markets and product. sources, With a
few military "twists" such as weighting. for camouflage
and concealment, it has military logistics application.12
But in combat, the possibilit:es. includ.e locating
support fire baÈteries (e.g. artillery) or locating
enemy activity by remote seisäric sensing network reports.
Ind.eed, the very aflocation oi such networks is a problem
suited to gïaph theory.

12--See Dale M. Landi, positioni¡
i" -ttta"." 

^trtt 
' /ít"tElonang 
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Corp., March Ì967) RM-5087-PR.
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The tïansportation ¿rob1em13 by its very
name implies capacity t.o sol--.-3 logistic problems, but
it may al-so assist to recoruûend reconnaissance patrol
routes into enemy held. territory, throug:h various points
of inÈerest by men or remotej_-¡ piloted vehicles. It
is to be acknowledged that th=oughout the possible
applícation of linear progr¡---=;ring techniques, ar¡other

dimension is added to ,'seconc-guessing,, the enemy,s

next move. For exampLe, tra;elling salesman algorithnis
are avail-able 

-to both sides of a conf lict.14

. Contigúity is a cons:raint by which if an objeet-
ive function is being (say) i-=ximized, the selection of
the optímum is made from thos3 points contiguous to the
point under examinationi and :!ot' from those not contiguous.
PREMIR (ábovej is an example of it.s use- Because mobil"ity,
other than by air, has a coniinuous path characterj_stie,

13_--f .e. to determine ihe shortest. route through
points beginning and ending ¡-: the same point, and passing
through each remainíng point but once.

1/t--n.g. Shen Lin, "Cc:¡uter Solutions of the Travelling
Salesman Problem" Bel1 Syste:s Techníca1 Journal-, .XIIV,.
1965, pp. 2245-69
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contiguity is a common const:aint in tactical- military
geographical applicationS.

On the other axes, ihe deplo¡rment of mil-itary
resources which inevitably are limit.ed in quantity reguire
an economic assessment, usínE graph theory as a tool,
space upon which to operate, and mil_itary characteristics
as limit.irg resources. In the case of decoys; the
distribution must both satisf¡z conditions of real equip-
ment or personnel depl-oyment and yet. not interfere with
that real deployment- A solu-!ion to this problem could
yield a dilemma such as the cptimum number of LocaÈions

numering the needed distributions places, when alter-
native optinrum places are need.ed to which decoys can be

allocated. Failure to use the technique. may lead to the
deployment of decoys to locations where the ene.my will
recognize Èhem. Ileuristic or treê search algorithms
followed by location/allocation techniques are of
especial concern.

Similarly, the deploymenÈ of sensors can be

mofe competentl-y assessed wh=n critical areas are knor^¡n.

The det.ermination of militarr- channels provides this
knowl-edge. Sensoïs can also be used to confirm or deny

graph analysís results, such as whether or not a PREMÌR

route is in fact used by the enemy. Because sensors
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can be men, the coniiguity and. transportatíon algoxithns
apply- Interdict.ion forces cen be allocated using the
same flomb j-nation of prograÍnmes.

Tntelligence sections of military forces should.

f,ind the use of all these tecnniques especially useful.
The sections can assess enemy positíons and friendly
positions to forecast probabl-e intentions of the enemy.

For example, the identification of enemy logistic bases

should yield informåtion aboui headquarter 1ocations

using partiiion methods.

Likewise logistic conmunication and transportatioñ
ê?€ characterized by network configurations. A relíance.

upon intuition and experience, supplemented. with the

add report of sitings is insufficient, when optirnum

connections can be. so easity determined.. The latter is
a more sound fõundation upon ¡,¡hích to deviate with in-
sight and cunning -

These then. are the principal cross references

of tactical areal- problems and linear programming tech-
nígues -
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Not Only Nc=--h Ànerica

The refeïences quoteC are North. Amerj-can

which may l-ead to the false assumpÈion that the United
States is. the príncipal part:' in deve.Ioping these
tectrnical applications. The Soviet Union is also employ_

ing these methods- A Major y. Krutov defended a

dissertaÈion about tactical lraining and graph theory
which "presented. a complet.e pìciure of battle preparation,
troop command and control for a cornmander and head*

quarters staff". He suggestec that the corunander must

suppl-ement experience and ini.¡ition with models,

mathematics and. computer prograûming even at battal-ion
and company command. l-eve1 .15

Summar':

The existing field o: study allows the geographer

to liase ¡vith an established r:recinct of study, Algorithms
already èxist frorn which a seiection can be made to

1q--Major ceneral c. Mrkhajlouskij and Lieutenant_
eolonel N. Vasiliev, "Tactical- Exercises and ¡,Iathematics', ,
Ðorothy McDonald, ed., Soviet Cybernetics , # 22.(Sant,a
Monica, Ca.: Rand Corp., October 196g) pp. 53-55, p-36O0122:
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satisfy a need. Complex progra;nmes are more costly to
operate and are more limiteC io a small set of possible
uses than are siftplir ones. :he latter however, require
more human intervention in the optímum sel-ection process.

Three topics of mititary concern are deployment,

intelligence, and. logistics. The attraction of linear
progra¡runing to tactical- military geography is a function
of its pattern rêpresentation in the graph- Given a
graph, a shortest (or fongest) chain or cyle can be

identified, or another point--some centroid, can.be

located with respect Èo any nÈ-ùber of the point.s provided

on a graph. The attraction is reinforced by the geographic

Èechnique of distributing a griC of data points over an

area of concern, assessing eacÌì poini using some applicable
ol-.jective function, and then selecting opiímum objective
values wÍth a contiguity cons--raint. Thus the three
dimensions of pÕints, 1ines, and. areas (and even the

fourth ín urban warfare) are !u11y exploited..
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CONCLUS IO¡i

Sunmar:T

The words "tactical", "nilitary', and lgeography"

have been merged to labef an irie¡est. ït exists at
this time because the state oi warfare has evolved frÕm

a mechanj-zed phase to a technological one. Now largie

expanses can and. must be quickl]¡ surveyed. The Èask

can be simply referred. to as invenÈorying of the environ-
ment, but the isolation of the cata which is relêvant to
a sold.ierrs need is complex. Te¡-rai-n data alone has five
compLék subdivisions each of vhich affecÈs eight aspect,s

of battle. Geography is a science rvhich has examined

various types of space and. soughi ord.er in the distribution
of the phenomena thereín- It seer-ns consistent therefore,
Èhat the geographer should be called upon to assist the

soldier to more quickly survey his space and. react to a

threat within it. This interesÈ is cal-led tactical
mil"itary geography (TIvIG) .

Description is Èhe fi¡st task of a tactical
military geographer. This is because after being informed

that he is to do battle in a l-ani. which kre d.oes not,know,

the sofdier reguires a general descriptíon of the place (s)

in order that he can orient hinseLf to specific questions.

To provide this the geographer rrust have a J<nowledge of
military t.actics, and have access to various reqional
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geographicaf studies of the ârea. He then must sub-
jectively choose the relevan-,_ information necessary

to form a composj.te descripticn which wil1 be of use to
.the soldíer. The problem wil ì b.e particularly difficult
when urban areas are encountered.. These frequently
have unigue characteristies -rchich stop the use of analogues-
Because baÈtl-e preparation ti_-le is inevit.abty short, the
ant of communication must be ;vel-l practised in order
that an "instamatic" picture oí the 1and is quickly grasped

by the soldier.

The multi-di-mensional_ data matrix which has

three scopes (world, theaire, and baÈtle-point), is the
data base of Ëhe tactical mif .i tary geographer. The world
matrix is used to describe a ì,and.; the theatïe matrix
isolates a particular land.sca_¡e for detail stÌrdy such as 

.

a network analysis; and the beii.fe-point matrix is used

not only in battle but also tc assess the military force
configuration such as varíous combinations of $Teapons

and sensors- The data matrix is substantive. ït êxists
within off-line storage of a :onpuier. ïn ità most

complete stage, the battle-pcin'L. matrix requires cuïrent
battle environment data from seosors, and intelliggnce
and topographic data from melory. The specific selection
of data and the format of pr.=.nt.tion is in part a

decision by the tactical mili'uary geography, the hardware.
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engineer, the computer scienlist, and uftimatel-y the
soldier .

The dimensions of a soldier,s space are direct-.
ly proportional to the range ci his sensors and. weapons.

The equipment is designed. fo.r specific purposes and.

operate in but portions of the. !¡hole three dimensional

range of the battle-point. A geographical discussíon

of the ba.ttle-point or any of its equipment requires
that the ü/eapon and sensors be cl assified by range with
respect to each other. Because the characteristics d.o

not have a theme of variance, clustering techniques are

used. The geographer will sel-ect. spatial differentia
but in a joint study with other disciplines a variety
of differenèia and stages of classification witl be

considered.. Phenetic taxonom]¡ is therefore a fiefd of
study with which the geographer should be famitriar.

Once a theatre is deíined, linear programming

methods are applied to establish an intelligence base

for the soldier. Existing conr¡nunicatíon networks can

be assessed. for shortest l"ogistic routes and critical
links can be êvafuaÈed for defence or selection as targets.
The t.heatre or portions thereof can be examined for
clandestine routes or possible routes of invasion, The
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nature of linear progranming t'o tdentify and compare

optimums is conducive Èo the geographical search for
pat.terns. It is iherefore a necessary tool- of the
Èactical military geographer .

Conc ludi Remarks

The task: to provide the soldier with improved

means to survey his space ín i Ès three d.emensions very
quickly and to assist his reactïon once he has decided

upon Ìt, is the essence of tactical. rnilitary geography.

It incfudes the "old" and. the "new" geography. First,
it. must continue to use descriptíon to describe new

places not visited before by Èhe soldier because whil-e

it is true nlost of the worl-d ì-s mapped,known, and. perhaps

somehrhere described in terms of acad.emic knowledge, the
guestion "trfhat's there?,' remains to be answered for each

generation of travellers. Second., the extensive use of
technology demand.s it be matched to the envíronment.

This requires attention to de:'ail-s over large areas which
ín turn implies the need foï svsÈematic geography.

The gigantic task of fast three dimensional

environmental surveillance unCer the exhaustive conditions
of vzar reguires that the soldier be assisted through
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technologÍcal innovation. This inplies a need. for rapid_
'1:' accessible and accurate informat.ion at the fighting
fevel-. Once available, the i¡formation must. be rapidly
assessed. and the results put into useable formaE.s. With
the environment known, assessèd and the results concluded.,

reaction to a thieat must be swift and aceurate..

Figure 8 represents ihe elements of the task,
the relationship of the geographer and the rna j or speres

of academic interest. The overview represents the need. of
description while the matrix is the structure in which.
information is stored. Three functions, . therefore, follow:
1) to fill the matrix with the needed information about.

the environrnent which is both physical and human geography

of relevance to the soldier; 2) to examine the environ_
ment (i.e. the matrix) rapidlv and in detail and to
conclud.e with recommended aciions to any threat, and 3)

to react quickly to a threat.

The first function is parlicularly suited to the
tactical military geography (?ltc) -- an intermediary bet_
ween mifitary. needs and geography. The TMG plays an

assísÈing role of no smal-l in:ortance in the second. function
$/hich is especially suited to computer science and maÈhe-

matics. The third function oi reaction has long been a
role fiLled by engineering buÈ t/hich now, more 

_than ever
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before, must interface with the oiher ttvo functions.

Figure 9, shows anotber view of the same con-

cept but stresses the Ínterdisciplinary nature of the

complex functions. In it a1l_, it is the sol<lier v¡ho

dominates the subjecÈ for it is human beings who fight,
not the envi¡ionment nor the concepts or technology.

the computer -- or artificial intelligence is a

change of objecËíve nature þI a "weapon". Space is now

systematically surveyed instead of íntuitively so.

Furthermore, it is done with =xtended. sensory perception

and at rapid rates of logic and. calculation beyond human

capability, The fight becomes more a matter of nation
versus naÈion because the bes¿ thinking -- not only hard-
ware and, young men and. women -- confront one another.

I,Ihat is the next fundamental change ? probably

it will be the change from ca¡bon fuels to some unknov¡n

source, at which time, all of the above will be irrelevant
history.
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APPEI\DIX A

THE TECIÍN]CAI PREI4ISE

fntro¿aciion

The geographical_ "tools,' Õf tactical military
geography are the subject of :his thêsis. The niiitary
technology is a necessary consid.eration since it defines
the feasible techniques. It ìs the set of physical

limiting factors to imagination which designs i¡rays to
destroy. the enemy with the least personal loss. It is,
therefore, a necessary premise .uo a thesis which

inventories somê conceptual tools of war.

At any given time, ccmbat military equipment in
service is already obsolete, ihe process commencing when

a prototype piece of equipmen: is constructed. (lf it
is accepted, perhaps five yea:s will pass before the

equipping of the force is corirpleted.) . ft, thereforê,
seems ínappropriate as a basis fbr a technical premise.

Rather than assess a large va:ieèy of equipment nov, in
prototype,. the author decided io assêss the state of
technology, and forecast vrhat is consid.ered the inevitable
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direction of land military eq';ip:;rent and iÈs deployment.

This .personaL assessment over the years Ig74-76 has led
to the concept of the ,'battle poin-L,r as the military tech-
nical premj.se. This is now v"=it.ten to form a basis for
argument .

In essence, the argr:nent is that. technological
man can now.control large spaces. j.n short tíme periods and

his military can do likewise. It is the logic and. high
speed. calculus of the computer Èhat enables him to d.o so.
Therefore, given a stimul-us i- this space and time, he

can react very .guickly. As hJ,s speed of reasoning: has'
been. artificially speed.ed, so his range of sensory pefcep_

tíon has been extended. Therefore, given the technology
and its limitations, r¡/arfare :rust chang.e _ Consider this
argrment in more detail.

Six factors determine the technical premise:

1. Janelle I s space-iíne convergence.
2. The r,r¡eapon capabiliiy to de-troy larg.e

areas or surgical ly lance an important
intersect .

3. Metal oxide semi-conductors and. computers.
4 . The extension of ¡aa¡-l ' s senses .
5, The incapacity Èo lraste manpor./er.
6. The dependence oi the mititãry stamina

upon P -O.L.
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JanelIe I s. Space-lTirûe Converg.ence

Janelle has investigated the concept of space-

time .convergence whereby a decrease in time spent travel-
Iing between two places causes. their associatíon in terms

of trade and traffic flo\^r to converg.e bringing them closer
together in terms of perceptual distance. The decrease

in trável time is a result of transport vehicle innovation,
improvements in routes and. demand..f Spatial reorganization
resulted.

:', The conce;ot of spatial reorganization
. irlentj.fies a proèess by rv-hich placãs adapt

both the focational- structure ãnd the
characteristics of Èhe social , economic and.poLitical activities to changes in Èime-
space connectívíty (lhe time required to
travel- hettveen desired origins and destina- ,

tion) . "z

An example is the supplanting of the corner grocery
st.ore by a central community supermarket and the l-atterrs
controL by some distant regional_ or national head. office_

I-Donald D- Janell-e, "Central_ place Deve.Iopment
in a Space-Time Framework", rofessíonnal Geographer, XX
(1968), pp. 5-10.

)-Ðonald D. Janelle¡ ',Spaiial Reorganization: A
Model and Concept", Annals of the Association oJ American
Geographers (June 1969),.p. 348.
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Fewer people have thus come io influence. a much larger
area and they respond. faster i-o market conditions-. There

has been an analogous change in battle space-time con-

nectivity. Space has increased and time deceased in
movemênt, communication, surveilfance and weapon range

and response. A battlefield reorganization is in order.

A.miÌitary example can be seen in the contrast
of tr{orld War One and toilayrs ariitlery. In the former

artitlery spotÈers were distributed along the Front

\'/hose function it was to obseive and hear the location
of enemy glln reports and to :elephone the information to
headquarters. fn turn these and similar reports were

collated, triangulated and macped by hand to determine

the location of enemy guns after which a counter bombard-

ment plan could be constructed.. The force was clispersed

in the space it conËrofled a¡d its response to threats
was very slow. Today, the À1i.,/TpO-37 enemy artillery
locating rad.ar scans, spots, Èracks, and plots the traject-
ory of an unseên and ùnheard enerny she1l in flight..
computer extrapolates the daia 'uo back plot the traject-
ory to a firing position. A:1 this ís done sometimes

before the first incoming shel-f hit.s the ground.3 H".é

3a technical-
VIII , 2 (April 19751 ,

note ir InternationaL Defense Review¡
p. 260 {hereafter IDR).
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is manpower concentration coni'ro]-ling the same and tnore

space and time measured in portions of seconds. CLear-

J-y the idea of artillery beíng behind "the line" in gun

camps is outmoded and thé value oí indirect fire requires

reassessment. Battlefield reorganization is explici.t in
space-time convergence.

Weapon Capability

A d.if ferent kind of change of the space dimensions

has occurred which also affects bat'tlefield reorganizat.ion.

There is a larger catalogue of bombs, missiles an¿l war-

heads with which to match the desired effect and target.
Three area r^/eapons are not.ed.. The BL 755 cl-uster bomb

is delivered by high speed sirike aircraft at low levels
as directed by inertial navigaiicn to a target. The bomb

fal-ls to a pred.etermined alti-uuCe and deploys 147 dual

action (anÈi-armour/anti-soft target) bomblets which have

many tímes the devastation oÍ a single bomb or smafl sti-ck

of high explosive bombs.4 ,h. Ðurandal penetration bornb

653.

ATechnical note in IDR, V1 , 5 (October 1973), p.
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is capable of perforating ani. ioiatly destroying 150-

200 square meters of concrête runway 40 centimeters thick.
with a 15 kilogram warhead.. 5 l.rl.,il" it' is corùnon knowled.ge

that tactical nuclear warheai.s lay waste to large areas,

the technology exists to avoiâ Èhe political nuclear
threshold. and yet accomplish ihe destru-ction_ Fuel air
explosives (i.e. volatile hydrocarbons ) are not- in the

third generation of developme::i. A 553 kiiogram methane

charge. has an effective blas-" erea of 220 meters diameter

and, 240 meters of height.- At ihis circular error of.
probabilitlz a shockwave in excess of .42 Up/cm2 is generaÈed

and v/ill force ships into exi-ensive repaír work. On land,
a 32.6 kilogram container of eihyfene oxide ruptures upon

irnpact with the ground (reac-r-ing) to form a vapour cloud
of about 15 m diameter by 2.5 in height. This aerosol is
J;hen detonated. Neither land countours or protective
build.ings limit the effects oi ibe blast.6

At the other end of :he catal_ogue range of ,ç^/eapons

are PGMS (Precísion Guided Mrniiions). These vTeapons

-Technical- Note in

-George Johannsohn,
Conventional tr{arfare", ïDR,
996.

rDR, VIII, 3 (June 1915), p. 433.

'Fuel Air Explosives Revolutionize
rli, 6 (December 1976) , pp. 992:
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incorporate a means of navigaiioa in ihe missile/warhead./
bomb and either automa E.icaL 11.- ,'hc.ne-in,, on some, . e.g-
hot spot of a thermal image oi the iarge-L, or are guided
to the target, remotely, untit impact- As an example
(the options being many) , there is pave Knife (AVe_10)

a laser target designator fit:ed to an aircraft which
carries a Pave Way bomb. The aircraft approaches the target
horizon and just as the targe-,- is captured in an aiming
monitor display, the laser is turned on to light the
tai:get. Automatically the laser and. monitor remain fixed
upon the targêt while the pilo-e releases the bomb and.
takes evasj-ve action to prot.ect himself from enemy counter
attack. l4eanwhile, the bomb ',hones-in" upon the targ:et
and explodes. The t.elevisíon nonitor record.s the damage

for later assessment and the ¡rission is accomplished. It
was this systêm that "knocked out" the paul- Daumer Bridge.
of Hanoi on its first flight. ùntil then, the bridge had

withstood many multiple attacks and. resulted in the loss
of eight aircraft. pave Knife can alternatively operate
using television homing or in.,-=rared opticaì- systems alI
with a minimum of -5 probabil:_iy of a direct hit and misses
are measured in terms of 20-3t feet-7

TK.E.verbie and c.t.
Designation - A Breakthrough
IÐR, VIf, 2 (April t974) , pp.

MaJ-uen. "Precision Laser Taïget
in Guided tr'leapon Emplol.menË " , .

204-209
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ft is valid, therefore, to assert that given
the knowledge of the locatio:r of a deployed batialion
over an area or of an isolated. con¡nand. post, there exj.sts
a v/eàpon to destroy it. Thai. is, in technol-ogical war_

fare, if it's known, it's deaC I Furthermore, ítrs dead

quickly I

Nato and the trüarsaw pact forces no\"t consisÈ of
large armour or armour supporting divisions deployed in
a linêar format against each oÈher. The individuat
vehicles such as armoured personnel carriers, self-
propetled guns, and tanks, which make up these formations,
operate inciividually except for voice communications bet_
r,reen the men operating them and a common set of battle
drilfs. The men cannot operaie, or prepare for operation,
weapons of another vehicle. À tank crew, for example, is
'physically isofated from other tank crews and any menber

can only accomplish his task with a speed. and consistency
dependent cin his well being. If a crerv is ti-red, i_ts

members .respond s1ow1y and. nore easily forget some

essentials of the battle dril1 . Now, it is suggested that
the focatíon of the forces of the other side will be known

and each will, relative to more. automatic methods, pond.erous_

ly throw explosives at. each oiher until one is destroyed.
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It will resemble World trùar One in which

enemy machine guns. Carnage results.
detail the al-ternative.

cavalry charged.

Compare in more

The Alternative

The alternative is to replace the fighting forma-
tion of the division with a unít much smaller than an

area - a geographic point. The battle point hereafter
consid.ered., consists of about a dozen vehicl-es with a

rrèapon mix of a lrange equal to the division and with very
mobile characteristics . ft is seff-contained except for
a command. and supply 1ink. A d.ecrease in size such as

the change of combat groups from the large brigade gxoups

.(from the stilI larger brigades and prevÍously even

dívisions) .is common but the proposed decrease is drastic.
In compensation for heavy armour weight and nunìbers, thê
use of a computer is substítuied. As a result, some veïy
basic batÈle concepts and. "tocl-s" change.
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The Battfe poi]]t Computer

The.need for a computer stems from the small

nunber of crer^/ personnel, the variety of weapon and.

surveillance svstems and the speed of events in war_

The batÈle point computer which suffuses aLl parts of
the battle point is novel to l-and warfare though not so

to air or naval battle. The ccmputer substitutes for
those human decisions nov/ met b-r' baÈtle drills: those

repetitive tasks which especiâl ly require speed. and/or

consistency.' It does not replace the soldíer,s role óf
battle assessmenË such as whe?her or not to fire a r^rcapon,

nor, for that nat¿er , d.oes iL d.o away wi. r all manual

labour .

oA survey of Jane's l.íeapon Systems' shows that
almost all weapon systems toCay have integral weapon

control computers of some nature. One of the more coni-

prehensive of l-and warfare is ihe rI,ER-H hybrid tank fire
control computer, With it., a tetrk commander manually

detects a target and decides to engage. The gunner is

o"R.ll. Pretty and D.H-R. Archer, eds., ,.Jane I s

ffi 
(scarborough, ont. : McGrav¡-HiLl
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signalled and he checks the âr,rnunition type appropriate
to the target, sights. the ta:get. and estimates the range.

Then Èhe computer begins to Eet input such as range, air
data, povrder temperature, etc. It aligns the gun onto

target and awaits the fire c=d.er-9 This is almost a ,,fu11

solutíon tank fire control s1-stem".I0

But compare this wi-ú the French naval vessel
fire control system. This slstem accepts input from a1l
surveillant systems such as rad.ar and. sonaÍ, collates,
correlates and displays the :nformation upon request and.

outputs digital. taïget data io the appropriate weapon

system. The computer has a -r-ery large capacity and is
centrally located deep in the ship away from peripheral

damage inf luence. The inves-!:¡.ent is based. upon the

dictum 'rïn a modern naval encagemenÈ, where rapidity of
movement tends to take preceêence over fire power, quick

9E, cr.mback "FLER-,.; - A Hybrid Tank Fire Control
Computer", IDR, V, 1 (February Lg72t, pp- 77-7g.

. 1oo. simon,
Phílosophy" , fbid ,

"Tank Fi¡e Contro]. System Desígn
pp.75-76.
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reaction is a vital condit.ion .oi surviva],, . 
11

The Royal- Navy has ì.ì: io three compot"r= on

board lts smal-lêr ships where ihe protection of a central-

computer is more difficutt. ?he Computer Assisted. Action

Information System (CAÀIS) cc;piJ-es the. surface and air
picture from sensors and dÍspÌ a!-s it. Upon identifying
an intruder, the CAAIS cues 'Llle r,teapon System Automator

4 (I^7S44 ) to "wake up " the tracker rad.ar and engage the

target by gun and./ ot missile. A third computer, the

lvSA 400 oversees. the underwater regime". Another dictwn

is accomplished: "Hit first :-ìc hit hard" by the speed

of reaction, all systems coorãi:raiion. accurasy of fire,
simplicity of control and yet :ai nir¿rum of "r.*.12

In comparison to the naval weapon tèam, the arml¡

target reaction is disjointed a::d. slow to respond.. For

the example above, the tank C=pends upon the l-imited

vision of a man to detect a iàreai, it responds with the

speed of a man to manuaìly operat'e some gun fire drills
and iÈ d.oes not allow other tanks, much less other weapon

11'*Jlnon., "Tactical D=ie Handling in the French
Navy", Jb¿g., pp. 33-36

r'2- --'J.n. Harper,. "Naval ;;eapon System Automation
of the VüSA-4", IDR, IX, 5 (Oc-.ober 1976) , pp. 795-797 -
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systems, to be informed. abou-,_ t'hê threat or coordinate
a response to it other than ll.''z voice-

Consider the following guotation concerning

"Tank Fire and. Gun control S!'stems',l3 and the ínadequacy

of the current "fulI solution iank fire control system".

rf
and

The improvements in. hit probability which
results from firing bursts instead of single
round.s is indicated in Figure A and. Ís greater
than anything that night result from foreseeable
developments in fire eontrol systems..

But if a round. which missed could be sensed.
and the information :hêreby obtained used to'
correct the lay of Lhe gun before another round
was fired., the probebiLity of scoring a hit.
might rise much more rapidly with the number
of round.s. fired.
Rípp1e, instead of bu¡-st liring, with dist¿ince
sensiitg, would imply a closed-loop fire control
.system similar in prjnciple to the phal_anx. surface-Èo-air rapíd fj-re gun system being
developed for the U.S. Navy which tracks itsprojectiles and feeds back the rneasured. angular
error in the fire cc:ì-"rol computer to corrãct
the lay of the gun. The technique could
further be refined b3n measuring not only the
arÌguLar position bui al-so their range with ahigh repetition rate laser range finder.

two or more vehicles rangeC upon a Èarget simulÈaneously

the result triangulaËed, '!he target position would

13*.t. ogorkiewicz, IÐR, IX, I (February 1976)
pF-.70-74
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be more certain, the range cculd be measured passively
and. more vehicles couLd. fire ior a more certain kill_.
.4.1f the above suggests the need for one computer to over-
see the operations .of all weâ:]ons. BuÈ that comput",
musÈ not be centrally locateô el_se one shot would mean

the degradation of the battle point as fighting entity.
Therèfore, the need is for an el-ectronically central but
physically dispersed computer such that the loss of a

paït, located in a killed vehicle, v¡ould not rnean the Loss

of the battle point. Such a computer may not be unrealistic!

Metal Oxide Semi-Conductors (MOS)

It.is the electronic advances from tube to
transístor, integrated ci-rcuitry, MOS and their successors

that. permit the possibility of a battfê point computer.

The central- processor of a la:ge computer has, as a
memory, ferrite cores which are tiny ceramic rings d.ense-

1y strung on a mesh of five rir.",f4 About 1973, the

14a.ll"d magnetic core
charged field in one ring (bit),
ed. Therefore, a bit has a 0 or
and permutated with other bits,

memory, by creating a

a binary value is assign-
a f value which, combined

a11ows rvords to be storeC.
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cost per bit of MOS memory bec>*re comparable to magneÈic

core cost (ebout .8 cent 
"aci'ri 

. But MOS memory has Less

pov/er consumption and, therefcle, less heat requires

disposal of and more memory can be packed into a given

space. Furthermore, MOS memory- does not require expensive

high-quality access circuit.ry iilat forces centralized

memory of magnet.ic core varie:ies. Instead, i-- can be

distributed throughout the ccrputer.15

MOS is itsel-f being su¡rerseded by faster and

less expensive technology. Va¡ietie.s of it are complimenÈ1

ary MOS (CTUOS) which combines -LÐo varieties called PIqOS

and NMOS. 
. 

Sophisticated cen'Éel processing units are now

made of MOS technology al-so. lndeed Varcoux writes that
in the 1980's microcomputers ."¡il-l be common place in the

home, in' consumer electronic Ðrcducts and in innumberable
'la

gadgets and toys.'" Surely iÈ is possible to "disperse"
a computer in a battl-e point :o:matíon.

llal-l-aam c. Hr-ttr-nc=r, "Metal Oxide Semi-Conductor
August 1973, pp. 48-57.technology " , Scientific .American,

16_--André G. Varcoux, "l'Iicrocomputers " , Scientífic
.American, May 1975, p. 40.
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As to the need to i:lterconnect the computer part.s,
i.e., the vehicles, the prob-lenr is formidabte. But pave

Knife described above, has a laser desig,nator located
upon a violently manoeuvering attack aircraft which never-
theless continues to point ai the fixed target- This is
some prêced.ent for two ground manoeuvering vehicles to
be connected by a beam of energy. ft. would seem that.
inultiplexing the diqital signal , prograrnming an inter_
vehicle communication network, and then beaming the signal
to the respective nodes is nc: an unreasonabLe demand

upon our têchnol-ogical faith cf "anything,s possible'r.

Remol= Sensing

The solution of j.ntercommunication of the point
computer partF achieved and tÌre programming of the computer
to automatically respond. to a d.esignated Èaïget, leaves
one additional- ad.vantage that is available for incorpora_
tion: that is the use of rencte sensing technigues_
While the soldier will always have to personally scan the
landscape, hj-s limited concen:ration, his limite¿ spectral
range (.4-.7 u) and his limiied ability to preciseiy o;i-enl
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himself and the battle point -.o a threat, requires
augmentation especially during inclement lveather. Remote

sensing in other portions of the e-!.ectromagnetic spectrum
i-s suggesied. (See nigure e).f7 For exâmp1e, thermal
imagery techniques are capabJ-e of identifying mammaLs

and vehic.Ies at l-ong nrrg.". f I

The use of line scan techniques would allow each

pixel to be digitally reiorded and. computer analyzed.
ï'lhereas a computer may not be able to assess a landscape

as the soldier does, it can assess whether or not a pixel's
signature is espacially bright, such as a hot spot of a

man hidden in a fiefd. Further, by using memory, in a

static locatiòn such as.a bivouac, the current signal of
a pixel can be comparêd with an older signature and if
there is a difference, a warning can be sounded. to focus
human attention and initiate iarget recognition. ,¡\d d to
this system, the rotation of Èhe s.canner/sensor through

f7".n. Scherz, A.R. sievens, and E,R. Belak, ,,An

fntrocluction to Remote sensing for Environmental ¡4onitoring",
Remote Sensing: An Tntroducticn, B,C. Remote Sensing Centre
1974, p. 3.

l8Dan Boyle, ,,Thermal

Vision", M, fX/ 6 (December
haging - Rapid crowth in Night

L976t, p. l-000.
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6,400 mils, as in radar, and. a passive sensj.ng d.evice

couJ-d provide bearings to enigrnas in the 1andscape image.

The use of remote sensors in something of the
above fashion is examplified by the U.S. Navy Fire Control
System Mk. 8619 which has a closed circuit television,
a 1ow light level television, an infrared. sensor and..a

laser range finder, al_1 bore-sighted. and located upon

the shiprs mast. The outputs are not, however, integrat.ed
in the comput.er as are thê radar control systems_ Schand.a,

Schaerer ând Wuthrick demonsÈrate the use of ,'Radiometric

Terrain Mapping at 3 mm. i,,Iave Length20 ,rrd use a calculator
ûiith the data acquísition sysiem. The data of a particular
time is substracted from thai of a different time to
display changes in a scenery.

ït is probably the case that some form of remote.

sensing will soon be needed to engage many targets with
directed fire because there is .a device now l-ocated on

l9Technical note: "U.S. t¡avy Mark g6 Fire control
System", rpR, VfIr, 1 (February tg75), pp. 54-58.

2oProceedirrgs Eighth fnÈernational Symposium on
Remote Sensj.ng of Environment, Vo1 . Í, 2-6 October 1972,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, pp. 739-744
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strateg:ic bombers which detecis anti-aircraft gunflashes

and initiates two fasers. O::e designales the target for
destruction by PGM and the other immecliat.ely destroys the
optics of the guns and. the retínas of the op"r.tor..21

The use of protective fasers for the defence of tanks
from tactical- anti-tank missiles has been discussed. as a

result of the Israeli October llar. photoel_ectronics is
afready present on the battlefield.

Personnel Effects

It is personnel- cosis rvhich make the largest
single budgetary item of voluntary force expend.itures in
peace time. The atternative of conscripted personnel or
militia forces is not realisiic for technological war-
fare in which each man must have served several years and.

received. appropriate Ëraining: and education before at.tain-
ing the rank of a qualified soldier. For the same rêason,

not even a yearts warning of a need for such a force is
suffícient time to raise it. The budgetary aim, there-
fore, is to decrease the nurnber of military personnel

21__Harry -u.

Concepts", IDR, IX,
Eustace, "Army E.tr{. -- Current U.S.
3 (June 1976), pp. 429-432.
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in a standing technological force_

. First, a ilattle poi::t lvill require t\^ro crerrs :

one in training, education and ad.minístratíon (e.g.
leave) and. another manning the equipment in its d.eployed

location. Second., the proposed use of compuÈers requires
a staff of military personnel familiar with tactical
need.s and computer language and engineering to construct
and maintain the computer sofÈware. Third, the batË1e
point equipmentf being very intricate, will allow for
only modular repair b¡here the modules themseLves are..

repaired by civil contractors. Finally, Èhe decrease in
battle point personnel and equipment (compared to. a
division) rsilt mean still fewer per.sonneJ- are need.ed to
support the force. The ratio of l-:10 (field: support,

staff) should. be increased to 1:5. Ä last savings may

be possible by converting demands and reports in the field
to machine rêadable data thus reducing the laïge number

of staff personnel- who colf,ate l-arge quantities of paper

files,

The Umbilical Cord

Command, repaír and supply are tÌìe three links
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of a force to a battle point. The supply of petroleum

in particular is most cumbeïsome and it is the most

apparent link which an ênemy -j nt.elligence force has to .

find. There is no alternate energy source available
that will 

.red.uce 
or efiminate this need- But the sma1l

size of the.battle point should require less petroleum

than that required by the Third. U.S. Army of World tr{ar .

Two which was rationed to 5,000 gallons per day for an

infantry division, and 25,000 gat 1ons. per day for an

armoured. division- Additional sávings should be mad.e

!ùhen it is considered that ninety percent of aJ.1 pOL

products consumed. in the World. I^¡ar T\^/o European theatre
was by motor trans por'. .22

Summary and Conclusion

In sunmary the current force compositon of
combat groups, divisions and corps deployed in linear
belts of formation, each ín al-f-round-defence, are
qonsidered to be great lumberi.ng d.inosaurs with insatiable

22no1and G. Ruppenthal, Logistical- Support of th.ì
Armies If .- September 1944-t"!ar¡ 1945 (Washington, .D.C.:
DeËartment of the Army, 1959), pp. 194-195.
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appeÈites which coll_id.e in great shTaths of devastation
including their own. The alternative is the batt.fe
point: a small group of air portable vehicl-es (perhaps

a dozen), each Ì^rith a weapon anð/or surveill-ance system

selected in mutual and task 
"orr"o.d.rr." . 

2 3 Each is
connected. by"r.an electronically central_ but physically
distributed computer which provid.es never befo;:e realized.
cohesiveness to the l-and. force. The battle points
manoeuvre v/ith some respect to each other and wíth respect
to the other side, controlling not for lines of engage-

ment but radii of engagement.

Four limitations control the force: the need for
petrol-eum resupply, the recognítion that ind.irect fire
discloses location, the límited. number of battte poinÈs

such that ground. ís no longer held and the cont.inuance of
the urban tactical- probl"*-24 Battfe field agility and

vector interception wilf replace heavy armour and linear
formations .

23 The selection of weapons is elsewhere discussed
since it has a geographical aspect.

'A-'Both Soviet and American tactical doctrine advocate
by*passing urban centres (r4/ith their great armoured formations).
But both recognize the threat to their lines of communication
by cities not neutral-ized. Col . J.C. Scharfen and. M.J. Deane,
"To Fight Russians in Cities, Know Their Tactics", Marine Corps
Gazette, I,XI, 1 (January 1977), pp. 38-42. Chemical warfare is
perhaps the optimum method of accomplishíng both.
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APPENÐ.I-X C

. Excerpts from ctusTfu\: proc"edures used

CIUSTAN is a copyrighted package of clustering
progranmes. The following are excerpts of explanat,ion
of the meÈhods used as taken irom the CI,USTAN Userrs

lManual 1C-.* The nurnbers in parentheses following the
quotatíon part.s are the pages from v¡hich the quotations
are taken.

I'Hierarchy starts wiih N clusteïs,
each being a- single individ.ual . which
are nu¡nbereil accordi:rg to the input
order of the individuals. In N-l
fusion cycl-es the tlro clusÈers which
are most similar are fused.. _ -"
1'let clusters p and 0 be fused. Then
the similarity S ( R , p + A )
beÈween any cluster R and the new cluster( P + Q ) is obtained. from the
formula :

R, 9) = -4' P x S

AQ x. S

BxS
Gx ABS

s(R,

( R,P )+
( R,Q )*
( P+Q )+
s ( R, P(

o

Op, cit.
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rvhere AP, AQ, B ánd G are assigned the folfolring
values:

(2) Complete Linkage -(Fúrthest Neighbour)
AP - ÃQ =0.5 B=O G= 0.5

( S imi 1ar ity )

(5)

(6)

Median (cower's Ì4ethod)
AP = A0=0 B= - A-25 G=0

tr'trard.r s Method (Error Sr:-¡o of Squares)
AP = (NR + NP),/(NR + Np + Ne)
AQ = (NR + NO),/ (NR + NÞ + NO)
B = -NR/ (ìrR + Np + Ne)
G=0

McQuitty' s Similarity Aralysis
AP = AQ = 0.5
B = G -0

NR, NP and l'{Q are cluster sizes, "

(B)

(PaSes 35-36)

" (2) Cornplete tinka-oe - S (p, O) is the
smallest single sírnilarity coefficient
between two individuals, one from each
cluster. Complete iinkage finds spherical
clusters but is liabfe to produce irregu-
1ar results because .uhe simifaríty críterion
iS determined for only tvro individuals
and d.oes not accouni for group structure;
(5) Median - AlthoL:gh cower appears to
propose this transfcrmation for all
similarity coefficienis,' the method can
only be interpreted geometrically for
distance coefficien',s. The distance S(R, P + O) between any cfuster R and the

2J.C, cower, Biometrics, V (19671 , p- 623.
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cluster which result.s irom the fusion
of P and Q is defined. as the dístancè
from the centroid of R to the midpoint.
of the line joining the centroids oi p
and O.

(6) ?Íard's Method - possibly the best ofthe hierarchy options, ihis transformation
is only vaLid analytically ivi È.h distance
coefficients. The erïor sum of sguares
is defined as the sum of the squáres of
the distances from each individual to thecentroid of its parent cluster.
(8) McQuitty's Símilarity Analysis usesthe transformation:

(R,P+e)=(S (R,P)+s(R O) ,/2

(Page 41)

Proced.ure Mode - "For a density parameter
K , Mode computes the average A (f) otthe 2K smallest distance coefficients for
each individual f . This value provides
a measure of the density of the space in
the immediate vicinity of each inãividual_
small A (f) va]ues are associated riÍith.

_ _r,rhich can be applied to any similarity
coefficient. "

{Pages 37-38)

Proced.ure CentroÍd - "Starting with N
clusÈers, each conteinìng a single case,
the method compleÈes N-l fusion steps i_n
which the two cluslers rqhich are most
'similar' are combined for product momentcorrelation, similariËy ratio, cosine and
non-metric coefficients. The'simil_arity'
between tv/o clusters is computed using
the two centroid veciors representing theclusters. This al-so appties to the distance,
size difference, shape Cifference,. dotproduct and dispersion coefficients. ',
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points that lie in regions of highdensity. The A (T) values aïe calcu-lated directly. from the K-finkage lísts
stÒred on the datà iile by procedrire
CORRET for parameter KMAX.

Next,. the individuals are ordered.
accord.ing to their A (I) values. Thisordering determines 'uhe sequence in whichthe individuals are 'introducedr to thecluster nuclei or become rdense'. Atthe start of the hierarchic clusteringprocess, the individuals with the l-eaètÀ (I) val-ue is 'introd.uced r and initiaÈesthe first clustering nucleus. During
each_ subsequent cycLe of the algoritñm,the rcoefficient threshotd' R -is incieasedto the next smallesi A (f) vafue and theassociated individual_ becomes I dense r .Four actions are possible: -

1) The ner^r point. is separated. from all
oÈh¡er 'dense points' by a distance which
exceed.s R - l^lhen this happens, the pointi¡itiates a new cluster nucleus and thã
number of clusters is increased by one.

2) The net point is within distance R of
ene or more rdenser points which belong
tcr only one cluster nucleus. In this ðase,the new point joins t'hat cluster.
3) îhe new point is within distance Rof rdense t points belonginq to tr,/o or
more clusters. ff this happens, the
cl"usters concêrned are fused..

4) At each 'inb.roductionr cycle the
siÌlal1-est distance D betv/een dense points
belonging to different clusters is fôund.If at some cycle the next smallest Z\ (I)threshold value exceeds D , then thosetlro clusters, separe-Led by the distanceD , are combined. "

(Fase 51)
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Procedure KDEND - "Suppose that for a
population of N oblect.s, a suitable.similarity matrix is computed and a
linkage parameter K and similariÈy
thr:eshold H are chosen. nach object
is represented by a nod.e on a graph and
aÌl pairs of nodes ¡".¡ich correspond to
paiis of objects having a simifarity
of at least H are connected- The
method first looks Íor maximal compl-ete
subgraphs -- i.e., tbe larg'est subsets
of objects for which al1 pairs. of nod.es
are connected. Nexi, all pairs of maximal
complete subgraphs which intersect in at
least K nodes are iurthêr connected-
(That is, the missing conneetions betÛ¡een
fhê subgraphs are drawn.) When no more
conirectíons can be C=awn, the Jardine
Gil:son overlapping cl-assification for
the population at ( X, l¡ ) has been
obtainecl.

(Þage 63)
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ÂPPENT' I X E

Sun¡laîy ot-ll.iggi.l, r__!rl=: *

(The LOC InterdicÊion I'todeI)

The L0C Interdiction ìlodel is a represent¿ition

of the f lory of tonnage through a grounrl transportation
netrsork, the assignnrent of inteI'diction a-utacks against

fixed facilities in the netr,¡ork and the chenges in flow

capacity, routings and costs which result from these

interdiction attacks, The model r,¡as designed as an

aid to answering two questions about air inter¿iction.
effectiveness against North Vietnanèse transportation
of hifitari supplìes: 1) whether atta.cks on certain
fixed facilities coul.d reduce f lor¡ capacity belor*

requirenents; and 2) uhether these attacks could

irnpose a significant stÌain on the nanpolùer supply by

increasing the labor requirements for ¡noving goods

and repairing clanrage, Attacks on targets such as

trr¡cks and storage depots are outside the scope of the

noCe 1.

The ¡rodeI requires cletailed inputs on individual

sections, or links, of the transportation network,

0ríginãl or .pre-interdiction'inÞuts are link capacity.

in tons per day and link cost j.n nan-days per ton Õf

*sec p. 65.
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caÌ'go noved ove?' the link, A targêt must be selected for
each link; this nay be a ctiÈical bridge or ¡nay be the

surface of a roacl whe¡e it is vulnerable to crate¡ing.
Tire re¡naining inputs for the Iink are based. on this
selected target, the type of daiaage that can be caused

by a s.uccessful attack on it an.rl the effect of this
damage on transportation operaËions. Danaged J.ink

capacity is the nurnber of tons per dav that can be

noved over the link after it has been damaged by air
attack. Damaged link cost is the number oi rnan-days

pÈï ton required to move cergo over the danaged link
rt'hen any such novement is possible, Repair. cost and

repair tirne are the nu¡nber of nan-davs and calendar

days required to restore operations at the original
capacity and cosÊ. Attack süceess probability is the

probability that an attack .unit, r"'hich may be a single

sortie or several sortiûs, can cause this damage to the

link.

Attacks are allocated against links one at a tine,
with each attack sent rvhere it Hill cause the greatest

reduction in the f 1o¡ìI of supplv tonnage thrcugh the

network. If an attack cannot reduce.this flow, it ís

sent where it will cause the greatest increase in nanpower

côst, considering naüpor{er ¡reeds for both transportation

and repair. The cost criterion is also decisive ¡vhen
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attacks on two or nore links r\,iIl be equally effective

in reducing fIow. The resulting attacÞ pattern is not

necessarily the best assígnmeni for ¡:rore than a sr¡alI

attack because the model cannot consider attacks beyond

thc one being assigned.

Tonnage f 1.o!,, is routed through the network so

as to achieve maxinurn flow frcn origin to destir'ation.

This flow riray be the naxinun pernitted by.the physical

charactetistics of links in the network or may be

artificially constÌained to a lo'rter value by the model

user, l{hen there is a choice of rouÈes for this

maxinun f lo',r, the combination selecied is the one

involving the nini¡num total transpoltation cost. îhe

resulting net',{ork f lorvs a¡id costs are computed and

printed before the first attac:( and after each attack.

I.f desired, flows over individual links can be printe¿.

The. model user'specifi3s the number of attacks

per day and. the number of days in tlie nodel run ' The

nettrork is updated at the beginning of edch day by

restoring the original characteristics of l-inks tvhose

repair tinres have expireC singe they were last attacked'

Attack allocations and the resulting changes to

f.ink characteristics are based oa expected values of the

characteristics of aLl links ¿t the tine of attack'

These take into account the attack success probabiliiy
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fo¡ each Iink attacked. Ilodel resuLts repÌesent an

aveTage situatiÕn, îather than ihe results of a particular
campaigl in l.¡hich some attacks succeed and sonre faiI.

Results printed by the no¡leI can be used directty
to ans!rer questions abouf. nettrcrk capacity, transpotta-
tion cost, and repair cost. Their vatidity is consÈ¡ained

by the non-optiroat nature of the atfack allocation and by

the sinpLifications necessary to rûodeling any conplex

military campaign. îhese tesults can be compared with

the anticipated results of other strategies such as

attacks against vehicles. Iiodel runs repeated. çiX¡

changed inputs can be used to evaluate the efiectiveness

of changes .in inte¡diction tacÈics and weapons. They

nay also be used to estimate the iÍ¡pact on the interdic-

tion canpaign of changes in the ground t"ansportation
netuork and its operating policies
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